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CITY OF STERLING, COLORADO  
2021 MUNICIPAL WATER EFFICIENCY PLAN 

(NOVEMBER 2, 2020 – DRAFT) 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Water Conservation Act of 2004 (HB04-1365) requires all Colorado water providers that sell 

at least 2,000 AF per year of water to have a state-approved water efficiency plan. Sterling engaged 

in water conservation and water efficiency activities and plans in the past and has benefitted from 

water efficiency gains that have occurred since the 1990’s. This Efficiency Plan, which focuses on 

the planning period of 2021 – 2027, aims to further increase Sterling’s water efficiency, thereby 

reducing or delaying future capital costs, reducing variable water treatment costs, and potentially 

reducing customer water bills.  

Sterling has decided to pursue the following water efficiency activities during the Efficiency Plan 

period of 2021 – 2027: 

1. Install AMR meters in Sterling parks that still have manual meters. 

2. Identify unmetered uses if they still exist. 

3. Identify metered taps that have been inadvertently excluded from the billing system 

(primarily municipal metered taps) and adding those taps into the system. 

4. Consider adding a “Municipal” customer type to the water billing system. 

5. Consider adding a “School” customer type to the water billing system. 

6. Determine whether current billing software can enhance water bills with customer-specific 

water use information and comparisons to the use patterns of similar water users. 

7. After completion of WWTP upgrades, Sterling will consider whether changes to its water 

rate structure (for example, transition back to an inclined tiered water rate structure) would 

be feasible and appropriate. 

8. Sterling water staff will attend training through the Colorado Water Loss Initiative. 
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9. By 2023, Sterling will implement a year-long technology-assisted leak detection program

for its potable distribution network. Mapping of Sterling’s potable distribution network

will be included.

10. Sterling will proactively repair small leaks identified by detection efforts, provided repairs

are within Sterling’s budget after higher-priority leaks have been addressed.

11. Hire a new Water/Wastewater Compliance staff member who will also contribute to water

efficiency programs.

12. Install irrigation controllers at Sterling parks.

13. If municipal facilities are upgraded or plumbing fixtures are replaced, Sterling commits to

replacing those fixtures with water-efficient models.

14. Sterling water staff will research the possibility of equipping fire department hose trucks

with water meters.

15. Consider whether any areas (especially parks) currently served by potable water supplies

could be transitioned to non-potable supplies.

16. Inventory cooling towers in Sterling to better understand cooling water demands and

potential water efficiency activities.

17. Consider a technical assistance program to assist Riverview Golf Course and Riverside

Cemetery in controlling their irrigation water use.

18. Sterling staff will approach SCF/DOC to propose a rainwater collection program to irrigate

the approximately 8 acres of fields within the SCF/DOC compound. Depending on

SCF/DOC’s responsiveness and program details, the City might consider an incentive such

as project assistance or funding.

19. Consider a rebate program for irrigation controllers, using local plumbers as the

intermediary.

20. Consider implementing overspray watering restrictions.

21. Consider whether additional ordinances could be passed to regulate cemetery and golf

course irrigation.
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22. Consider improving Sterling’s existing landscape requirements so that xeriscaping options

are highlighted and so that properties that do not maintain existing turf are required to

replace it with xeriscape.

23. Consider whether point of sale ordinances could achieve both water efficiency goals and

property maintenance goals.

24. In 2021, send out at least two educational inserts with water billings: one on water

softeners1/in-home water treatment, with information related to both water waste and water

quality, and a second insert on xeriscaping and rainwater collection.

25. Sterling would also consider installing a xeriscape garden and rainwater collection at City

Hall as an example of what can be done.

26. Include information about water efficiency during RO WTP tours and presentations to the

public.

27. Consider whether RO WTP staff could make informational presentations at local schools,

including information on how Sterling’s water supply is treated and the importance of

water efficiency.

28. Consider sending Sterling water staff to participate in the annual Logan County Children’s

Water Festival.

29. Post monthly water-efficiency related information on the Public Works Facebook account,

or similar social media platform.

30. As part of the permit approval materials Sterling provides building permit applicants,

Sterling Planning staff will include an educational insert on rainwater collection.

1Water softeners, in their regeneration process, use a high salt brine that contains chloride and can generate 40 to 150 
gallons of brine waste per week, or much more if operated improperly. Brine waste from the regeneration process is 
discharged to the sanitary sewer system, impacting Sterling’s wastewater quality at the WWTP. The current water 
quality standard for chloride in treated effluent is 468 mg/L; Sterling detected up to 330 mg/L chloride concentrations 
in samples collected from its wastewater collection system (sewer manhole access). Sterling’s WWTP is not designed 
to remove chlorides. Sterling’s water staff monitor water treatment processes and issues faced by other Colorado 
communities, and they have noted that communities with high effluent chloride concentrations are responding by 
building new wastewater treatment facilities and banning water softeners. 
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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION 

The City of Sterling, Colorado (“Sterling”) is located within Logan County approximately 120 

miles northeast of Denver, adjacent to the South Platte River and at the intersections of Interstate 

76 and Highways 6, 38, and 14. Sterling is the largest municipal water provider in Colorado’s 

northeastern plains. Sterling has engaged in several municipal water efficiency and water 

conservation planning efforts since the 1990’s, including Water Conservation Plans completed in 

1996 and 2010. Sterling has benefitted from water efficiency gains that have occurred since the 

1990’s, and Sterling seeks additional efficiency gains through this current water efficiency 

planning process initiated in August 2020.     

The Water Conservation Act of 2004 (HB04-1365) requires all Colorado water providers that sell 

at least 2,000 AF per year of water to have a state-approved water efficiency plan (formerly known 

as a “water conservation plan”). The Colorado Water Conservation Board (“CWCB”) is the entity 

that prescribes and approves Municipal Water Efficiency Plans (“Efficiency Plans”). 

Sterling’s Public Works Department led the development of this Efficiency Plan, with the 

assistance of BBA Water Consultants, Inc., who has served Sterling’s water resources and water 

rights consulting needs since the late 1990’s. Reviewers of this Efficiency Plan will include 

Sterling Public Works Department staff, City Council, the Sterling general public, and the CWCB. 

Sterling’s Department of Public Works’ Water Division (“water staff”) manages the RO WTP and 

water utility operations. Revenue from water billing goes to the Water Enterprise Fund, which also 

funds RO WTP operation and water line maintenance. Funding for general Public Works tasks and 

projects comes from Sterling’s General Fund, which is funded primarily by tax revenues.  

Sterling’s Department of Public Works also includes the City’s Planning and Zoning Division, and 

this relationship influences water planning decisions. The Planning and Zoning Division provides 

staff for the Sterling Planning Commission, which makes recommendations to City Council on 

matters pertaining to the City’s master plan and zoning. Because of Sterling’s small size, the 

Director of Public Works handles both water and planning issues, and water planning and land use 

planning functions are functionally integrated as a result. However, Sterling staff have 

brainstormed ways to strengthen water efficiency of land use planning, as will be discussed.  
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Information from Sterling’s 2013 Master Plan, Sterling’s 2018 Water and Sewer Rate Study2, and 

Sterling’s 2019 Long Range Water Supply and Augmentation Planning Report3 (“Water LRP”), 

were incorporated into this Efficiency Plan as appropriate, and information from this Efficiency 

Plan will be incorporated into future water supply planning efforts.   

A list of resources referenced in development of this Efficiency Plan is included in Appendix A. 

1.1 Profile of Existing Water Supply System 

1.2 Overview of Existing Water Supply System 

Sterling provides potable water service to customers inside and outside City limits (Figure 1). 

Outside City limits, Sterling furnishes potable water to the Cottonwood Subdivision, Pawnee 

Ridge Subdivision, a portion of the Lower Highland Subdivision and several properties along 

County Road 37. As of August 2020, Sterling served 4,715 total potable taps, classified as 3,766 

single-family residential taps, 389 multi-family residential taps, 546 commercial taps, and 14 

industrial taps. Sterling also provides non-potable water for irrigation and to the Sterling Ethanol 

Plant (“Ethanol Plant”) for industrial use.  

Sterling’s water supply is provided by alluvial wells that are typically 60 to 100 feet deep. Twelve 

wells (Well Nos. 1-5, 7-10, 15, 30, and Scalva 2) are on the east side of the South Platte River and 

are plumbed exclusively to the Sterling RO WTP for treatment and provision to Sterling’s potable 

water system. Two wells located adjacent to the Sterling Ethanol Plant provide non-potable water 

to the plant, and eleven wells (Wells 16-21, 24-26, 28, and 31) are distributed throughout Sterling 

and provide non-potable water for irrigation of larger Sterling parks (Pioneer Park, Columbine 

Park, Charmony Park) as well as Riverview Golf Course, and Sterling Riverside Cemetery. 

Sterling’s RO WTP started operation in November 2013. Prior to that time, water was treated at 

wellheads and the portfolio of potable water supply wells differed slightly. Sterling’s potable water 

supply is transported through approximately 95 miles of distribution lines ranging from 4 inches 

to 24 inches in diameter. Two pressure zones serve Sterling’s potable system, one main zone in 

2 Professional Engineering Consultants (PEC), September 2018 
3 BBA Water Consultants, October 25, 2019 
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the west and a smaller zone in the east. Storage in the potable system consists of two elevated 0.48 

MG tanks, a 2 MG ground storage tank, and a 7.5 MG ground storage tank. 

Sterling’s potable system currently operates at a rate around 2.2 MGD in the winter months and 

5.5 MGD in the summer, with a maximum production capacity of 9.6 MGD. Sterling’s wastewater 

is treated at the Sterling WWTP prior to discharge to the South Platte River. The WWTP typically 

operates at a rate around 1.7 MGD, with a maximum permitted capacity of 2.68 MGD. 

1.3 Water Supply Reliability 

Sterling is located along the lower South Platte River and derives its water supplies from alluvial 

wells. To date, water levels in Sterling’s wells have remained steady, and Sterling does not have 

supply constraints related to physical well yields. In addition to approximately 12,000 gpm (17 

MGD) of alluvial well capacity that Sterling has already developed, it has 5,000 gpm of additional 

decreed alluvial well yield in its Scalva Well Field4. 

Pumping from Sterling’s alluvial wells is replaced to the South Platte River on a lagged 

replacement schedule during times when a senior administrative call is being placed by a 

downstream water right. The Colorado DWR administers Sterling’s wells and requires 

replacement (augmentation) of Sterling’s well pumping depletions. Sterling complies with DWR’s 

requirements via its Augmentation Plan5, providing replacement water to the South Platte River 

when required. Sterling’s augmentation/replacement supplies consist of senior ditch water rights 

in the Sterling Irrigation Company, the Farmers Pawnee Canal Company, the Springdale Ditch 

Company, the Sterling No. 2 Ditch Company, the Morgan-Prewitt Reservoir Company and the 

Logan Irrigation District, and the Henderson-Smith Ditch Company (of which Sterling is the sole 

owner). These supplies are primarily available during the irrigation season of April through 

October, but Sterling also retimes a portion of its replacement supplies using recharge facilities. 

Sterling has decreed both recharge facilities and reservoir facilities to retime and store its senior 

ditch water rights. Although Sterling has constructed two of these recharge facilities, it has not 

constructed any reservoir facilities to date. Sterling’s Augmentation Plan includes adequate 

replacement supplies to cover up to approximately 10,000 AF of annual well pumping (averaging 

4 Decreed in Sterling’s Main Augmentation Plan Decree, Consolidated Case Nos. 98CW0450 and 00CW0253. 
5 Sterling’s Augmentation Plan was decreed in Colorado Water Court Division One, Consolidated Case Nos. 
98CW0450 and 00CW0253. The Plan was subsequently added to in Case No. 05CW0023. 
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8.9 MGD), which is over twice Sterling’s current demand. Sterling’s Augmentation Plan 

intentionally includes more replacement supplies than Sterling’s current water demands require, 

allowing Sterling’s demand to grow into its water rights. Sterling currently leases the Scalva Farm 

and excess capacity in the Henderson-Smith Ditch Company to an agricultural water user, which 

generates revenue. 

The typical combined operating capacity of the twelve wells that supply Sterling’s RO WTP is 

around 6,200 gpm (8.9 MGD). This combined capacity is adequate to run two RO trains in the RO 

WTP; two RO trains have the capacity to treat approximately 6.3 MGD. Currently, Sterling is 

planning to add one or two new alluvial wells (in the Scalva well field) to serve the RO WTP so 

that all three RO trains in the facility can be run simultaneously (treatment capacity of 9.6 MGD). 

However, this upgrade is being performed to enhance redundancy within the system, not because 

Sterling currently needs to have three RO trains running. To date, Sterling’s daily and hourly peak 

demands have not exceeded the two-train treatment capacity of 6.3 MGD.  

Sterling conducts planning and projection efforts related to the physical capacity of its wells6 and 

to the augmentation capacity of its Augmentation Plan7. Sterling uses conservative planning 

criteria to estimate the capacity of its Augmentation Plan, including a continuous dry-year 

administrative call scenario, continuous water demand growth of 1%/yr to 2%/yr (which exceeds 

Sterling’s historical growth rate), and average-year yield of senior ditch water rights (average-year 

yield is typically lower than dry-year yield for Sterling’s senior ditch water rights). Climate change 

is not explicitly included in Sterling’s projections of augmentation capacity; to date, this approach 

has been considered reasonable given the layered conservative assumptions already included in 

the planning projection.  

Sterling was not identified in the Statewide Water Supply Initiative (SWSI) as being in an area 

with projected water shortages; however, Sterling recognizes the importance of efficiently using 

water as a way to delay, reduce, or eliminate future capital costs for augmentation and water 

infrastructure. 

6 Conducted by Sterling RO WTP staff, with consideration for water quality of raw water required at the RO WTP. 
7 City of Sterling Long Range Water Supply and Augmentation Planning, most recently 2014 and 2019 Update 
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1.4 Supply-Side Limitations and Future Needs 

As described above, Sterling does not face imminent physical restrictions on its water supply. 

Sterling’s addition of an RO WTP in 2013 addressed source water quality concerns, including 

uranium and trihalomethanes. Sterling plans for and maintains augmentation infrastructure to meet 

its well pumping augmentation demands.  

As shown in Worksheet A of Appendix B, Sterling has a high rate of unbilled water (a.k.a. “non-

revenue water”) which is defined as water that is measured out of the RO WTP distribution meter 

(treated water sent into the distribution system), but not tracked under any customer account. 

Unbilled water only consists of water that does not have a customer account associated with it; it 

does not include the water use of accounts which are not charged for water (e.g. municipal 

accounts).  

Sterling’s high rate of unbilled water is likely due to the need for improvement in the tracking of 

metered and unmetered water as well as to the advanced age of Sterling’s distribution 

infrastructure. Sterling performs ongoing maintenance on its water distribution network 

($2,545,6008 spent in 2018), but Sterling intends to increase proactive maintenance of its network 

during this Efficiency Plan period.   

SECTION 2 – PROFILE OF WATER DEMANDS AND HISTORICAL DEMAND 

MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Demographics and Key Characteristics of the Service Area 

Sterling’s water billing system classifies customers in four categories: residential, multi-family, 

commercial, and industrial. The commercial customer category includes businesses, government 

facilities, the Sterling Correctional Facility (SCF/DOC), and many of the municipal taps. A small 

amount of the potable supply is provided to temporary water users who take Sterling potable 

supplies in bulk deliveries and without a tap account (often via hydrants). This water use is tracked 

outside of Sterling’s billing system and is referred to as bulk water. All non-potable uses are also 

tracked outside of Sterling’s water billing system, including non-potable irrigation of the three 

 
8 Sterling 2019 Annual Report 
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largest Sterling parks, Riverview Golf Course and Riverside Cemetery, as well as non-potable 

water provided to (and subsequently treated by) the Sterling Ethanol Plant. 

According to the Colorado Department of Local Affairs, Sterling’s 2019 population was 13,976, 

including approximately 2,200 inmates at SCF/DOC. Demographic and housing stock information 

for Sterling is described below and was gleaned from a February 2020 Logan County / Sterling 

Housing Needs Assessment and from the United States Census Bureau.  

The median age in Sterling is 37 years old and approximately 16% of residents are 65 years old or 

older. Approximately forty-one percent (41%) of the households in Sterling are one-person 

households, 33% are two-person households, 8% are three-person households, and 18% of 

households have four or more people. The median household income in Sterling is $43,000. 

Approximately 85% of households owned a computer and approximately 78% of households had 

a broadband internet connection in 2014-2018. Eight percent (8%) of households spoke a language 

other than English at home. 

Less than 10% of the housing units in Sterling were built after 2000 and approximately 75% of the 

housing stock was built prior to 1980. Most of the housing stock (approximately 63%) consists of 

single-unit houses, and the remaining stock has two or more units (including the Applewood 

Mobile Home Park that has a bulk meter). Approximately 47% of Sterling’s housing units are 

owner-occupied, 43% are renter-occupied, and the remaining 10% are vacant. Three small HOAs, 

only two of which are currently functional, use Sterling potable water. Sterling has two mobile 

home parks. One of those parks, as mentioned above, operates on one large tap, rather than 

individual taps. For collections purposes, Sterling prefers for these parks to be on a single tap.  

Sterling Public Works staff indicate that new home development in Sterling is low, estimating that 

no more than 6-8 housing units per year have been added in recent years. Within City limits, most 

areas that are not in the floodplain have already been built out. New development, if and when it 

occurs, will likely consist of increasing the density of existing developments or expansion to lands 

outside of City limits.  

Sterling’s water delivery system, like its housing stock, is relatively advanced in age. Regular 

maintenance and leak repair are performed on the Sterling water distribution network, as 

previously discussed.  
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Sterling’s largest water user is SCF/DOC, which houses approximately 2,500 beds (currently 

approximately 2,200 inmates) and has a staff of 850 employees. Other large water users include 

Northeastern Junior College, an assisted living facility (Devonshire Acres), the hospital (Sterling 

Regional MedCenter), and the Logan County Justice Center. 

2.2 Historical Water Demands 

Table 1 presents Sterling water demand data from 2010 – 2019. As shown in Columns [1] through 

[3], Sterling’s raw water supply (from alluvial wells) is distributed into three categories: raw water 

sent to the RO WTP for treatment, raw water for irrigation, and raw water sent to the Sterling 

Ethanol Plant. As shown in Column [4], Sterling’s total well pumping has averaged approximately 

4,532 AF/yr from 2014 – 2019.  

Sterling’s potable water treatment and distribution is summarized in Columns [5] through [8] of 

Table 1. Prior to November 2013, Sterling’s potable water system was served by wells with 

wellhead treatment and very minimal treatment water losses. Potable water production at that time 

was measured by wellhead meters. Starting in November 2013, Sterling’s RO WTP began 

producing water for Sterling’s potable system. Table 1 shows transmission water loss between the 

wells and the RO WTP, treatment water loss from the RO process that is sent to Sterling’s two 

Class I deep injection wells, and treatment water loss from the RO process that is sent to the 

Sterling WWTP. Sterling’s deep-injected treatment water losses represent “true losses” which are 

injected to a depth of approximately 7,000 feet and lost from the South Platte River alluvial system. 

Sterling’s potable water production is measured at the RO WTP distribution meter. In this context, 

the term “water production” is synonymous with water demand in the potable system. In the 2014 

– 2019 period, Sterling’s potable water production averaged 2,844 AF/yr.

The right side of Table 1 (Columns [9] through [16]) categorizes Sterling’s potable water demands. 

Water in Columns [9] through [14] was measured by customer meters. Residential customers use 

the greatest proportion of the potable supply, averaging 1,066 AF/yr in 2014 – 2019. In the same 

period, commercial customer demand averaged 421 AF/yr, SCF/DOC demand averaged 364 

AF/yr, multi-family customer demand averaged 236 AF/yr, and industrial/bulk customer demand 

averaged 5 AF/yr. Column [15] is the sum of Columns [9] through [14]. Column [16] shows 
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unbilled water, equal to Column [8] less Column [15]. Unbilled water that was not tracked under 

any tap account averaged 752 AF/yr, which represents 26% of the potable supply.  

Figures 2 – 4 summarize information from Table 1. Figure 2 presents Sterling use of both potable 

and non-potable (“raw”) water. Figure 3 presents Sterling billed potable water demands, excluding 

both non-potable water demands and unbilled water. Figure 4 presents 2010 – 2019 trends in 

Sterling’s potable system, including unbilled water. 

Table 2 presents Sterling’s service area trends from 2010 – 2019. As shown in Column [1], 

Sterling’s population slightly declined in that period, but remained very close to 14,000. Columns 

[2] through [4] present information from Table 1 and are provided in Table 2 for reference.

Columns [5] and [6] present Sterling’s RO WTP potable water production on an average and peak-

day basis, in units of MGD. Column [7] presents an estimate of outdoor water use of potable water,

based upon monthly measured potable system demand less system-wide base demand (calculated

based on December through February average demand). Industrial water demand was excluded

from the calculations of outdoor water use. Based upon this estimation method, outdoor water use

represents approximately 28% of Sterling’s potable water production, or 38% of the potable water

that was billed.

Columns [9] through [11] present per-capita water demands, which are useful for tracking water 

efficiency gains over time. Column [9] presents Sterling citywide water demand, including both 

potable water and non-potable irrigation water use, but excluding Sterling Ethanol Plant water use. 

Column [10] presents total potable water demand, which includes all potable water (including 

unbilled water). Column [11] presents residential potable water demand, including SCF/DOC 

water demand. Column [12] presents SCF/DOC potable water demand (with a constant prison 

population of 2,500 assumed, which includes the estimated part-time water use of staff members). 

Sterling’s 2014 – 2019 demands are summarized below: 

 Citywide water demand (excluding the Ethanol Plant) averaged 251 GPCD (Column [9]).

 Total potable water demand averaged 181 GPCD (Column [10]).

 Residential potable demand averaged 106 GPCD (Column [11]).

 SCF/DOC potable demand averaged 130 GPCD (Column [12]).
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These per-capita demand figures can serve as benchmarks for evaluating Sterling’s future water 

efficiency performance. Because SCF/DOC potable demand, which is a subset of residential 

potable demand, is estimated to be higher than general residential demand, it is likely that the 

general residential demand for Sterling’s non-SCF/DOC taps is slightly lower than the 106 GPCD 

shown.  

Table 3 presents historical irrigation application at the largest facilities irrigated by Sterling 

supplies. These include Columbine, Pioneer, Charmony, Prairie, and Propst Parks (“Sterling 

parks”), as well as Riverview Golf Course, and Riverside Cemetery. Irrigation of Riverview Golf 

Course and Riverside Cemetery is not managed by Sterling water staff but is instead managed by 

external staff. Non-potable irrigation water for these facilities (city parks, Riverview Golf Course, 

and Riverside Cemetery) comes from Sterling’s non-potable irrigation wells. From 2010 – 2019, 

Riverview Golf Course applied an average of 32.5 Gal/sf to its greens (roughs not included). 

Sterling staff noted that sandy soils at that golf course were one reason for the high irrigation 

application there. Riverside Cemetery applied an average of 29.3 Gal/sf over the same period. 

Sterling staff noted that City residents value cemetery maintenance, possibly explaining the high 

irrigation application there. Irrigation application in Sterling parks is typically much lower than 

the golf course or cemetery irrigation described above. Park application averaged between 16.1 

and 21.1 Gal/sf from 2010 – 2019.  

2.3 Historical and Current Demand Management Activities and Impact to Demands 

As described above, Sterling completed Water Conservation Plans in 1996 and 2010. The most 

significant water management and demand management activities that Sterling has implemented 

since the early 2000’s are listed below and also in Worksheet B of Appendix B. 

1. Watering restrictions implemented in 2003, continued through the present: 

o Day-of-week watering restrictions (odd addresses water Tuesday, Thursday, and 

Saturday; even addresses water Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday). No watering 

Monday. 

o Personal vehicles may be washed only on one’s watering day. 

o Restaurants may serve water only upon request. 
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o Vehicle fleets and vehicles in auto dealerships cannot be washed more than once

each week.

o Golf courses using Sterling water cannot water roughs.

2. Rate increases 2010-2012:

o The in-city rate nearly doubled from $1.54/Kgal in 2010 to $3.02/Kgal in 2012.

The current in-city rate is $3.08/Kgal.

o 2010-2012 rate increases were designed to fund the RO WTP, construction of

which was required to address water quality issues.

3. Leak detection and repair, continuous:

o Sterling continues to invest in maintenance of its water distribution system.

o Sterling monitors water system pressure to detect leaks.

4. Billing system monitoring, continuous:

o Sterling identifies and investigates abnormally high and abnormally low customer

billing records, including identification and remedy for both leaks and water theft.

o Sterling reads meters and bills monthly and tracks water use by customer type and

water use amount.

5. Identifying and metering unmetered connections, continuous:

o Since 2010, Sterling has reduced the number of unmetered taps, including many

municipal taps.

6. Meter upgrades to automatic meter reading (AMR) in 2016:

o Sterling performed a system-wide update to AMR meters.

7. Meter replacement, continuous:

o Sterling replaces meters it identifies as defective.

8. Irrigation management, continuous:
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o Sterling manages irrigation of Sterling parks (not including Riverview Golf Course 

and Riverside Cemetery), targeting efficient water use.  

9. Enforcement and community relations: 

o Sterling staff monitor for violations of the Watering Restrictions and issue violation 

notices and fines as appropriate. 

o Sterling staff provide tours of and presentations on the RO WTP.   

10. Tap size downsizing program: 

o Many older residential taps within the City were sized larger than the current 

standard of ¾-inch. Single family residential taps of 1-inch and 1.5-inch sizes were 

not uncommon.  

o To assist customers in reducing their monthly water fee (which is based upon tap 

size) and to improve accuracy of the City’s water planning (which references tap 

size), Sterling instituted a tap downsizing program targeted to taps oversized for 

their current use.  

o Customers can voluntarily participate in the tap downsizing program, experiencing 

a streamlined process. 

11. Training for RO WTP staff: 

o Staff at the RO WTP participate in regular training activities related to efficient 

operation of the plant. 

Water savings due to the demand management activities above have been quantified, to the extent 

possible. Savings estimates focused on 1) watering restrictions implemented in 2003 and 2) water 

rate increases. Water savings due to other demand management activities were considered too 

difficult to quantify. Historical water use data was available only for the residential consumption 

category, so estimates of water savings focus on residential consumption.  

Savings from watering restrictions implemented in 2003 are estimated as follows: in 1996, prior 

to the implementation of watering restrictions, per capita residential water demand was 135 GPCD. 

Following the implementation of watering restrictions, the 2003-2008 average per capita 
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residential water demand dropped to 126 GPCD. This savings of 9 GPCD in residential water 

demand represents an annual residential water savings of approximately 141 AF/yr based on 2019 

City population. This savings would be even higher (172 AF/yr) if RO WTP treatment losses are 

taken into consideration. Savings in non-residential customer categories likely also resulted from 

watering restrictions, but those savings were not calculated due to lack of historical data. 

Savings from water rate increases are estimated as follows: prior to water rate increases that 

occurred in 2010 – 2012, the 2003 – 2008 average residential per capita water demand was 126 

GPCD. Following water rate increases, the 2014 – 2019 average per capita residential water 

demand dropped to 106 GPCD. This savings of 20 GPCD in residential water demand represents 

an annual residential water savings of approximately 313 AF/yr based on Sterling’s 2019 

population. This savings would be even higher (382 AF/yr) if RO WTP treatment losses are taken 

into consideration. Savings in non-residential customer categories likely also resulted from water 

rate increases, but those savings were not calculated due to lack of historical data. 

Based on the estimates above, demand management activities implemented since the 1990’s 

currently save Sterling approximately 554 AF/yr of well pumping to satisfy its residential water 

demands. This represents approximately 12% of Sterling’s 2014 – 2019 average well pumping, a 

significant savings. If savings in other potable customer categories or in the non-potable park 

irrigation category had also been taken into consideration, the estimated savings might have been 

even higher. Sterling recognizes that water rate increases it implemented to fund the RO WTP had 

the additional benefit of encouraging more efficient water use.  

2.4 Demand Forecasts 

The planning horizon for this Efficiency Plan has been defined as seven years (2021 – 2027).  

Sterling’s water supply planning efforts include its 2019 Water LRP9, which assisted Sterling with 

planning for its augmentation infrastructure needs. Water demands projected in the 2019 Water 

LRP are shown in Table 4 (Columns [4] – [6]) and Figure 5. The growth rate on potable and non-

potable municipal demands10 was assumed to be 1%/yr over an approximately 50-year study 

9 2019 Long Range Water Supply and Augmentation Planning Report, BBA Water Consultants, October 25, 2019 
10 Sterling Ethanol Plant water demands were projected in the LRP at a conservatively high level and assumed to stay 
constant over the study period. 
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period (2020 – 2070). A higher-growth scenario of 2%/yr was also evaluated (not shown in Figure 

5). In earlier LRP efforts (prior to 2019), the 2%/yr growth scenario was used exclusively.   

The 1%/yr growth scenario used in the 2019 Water LRP represents a higher growth rate for water 

demand than was observed from 2010 – 2019, a period in which Sterling’s water demands 

remained relatively constant, despite addition of significant water treatment losses upon start-up 

of the RO WTP in November 2013. However, because the purpose of the Water LRP was to 

conservatively project a required timeline for augmentation infrastructure, the 1% growth scenario 

was considered appropriate. 

SECTION 3 – INTEGRATED PLANNING AND WATER EFFICIENCY BENEFITS AND 

GOALS 

3.1 Water Supply Planning and Water Efficiency 

Sterling’s 2019 Water LRP considered recent water use trends, focusing on a 1%/yr growth 

scenario for municipal demand over an approximately 50-year projection period, rather than the 

2%/yr growth scenario that had been previously modeled. Sterling’s Water LRP is typically 

updated every five years. If Sterling demonstrates further demand reduction based upon the 

demand reduction activities proposed in this Efficiency Plan, future Water LRP efforts might use 

a growth rate lower than 1%/yr.  

Assuming that Sterling’s population grows at a rate of 1%/yr over the 2021 – 2027 Efficiency Plan 

period, a reduction in system-wide total demand of 9 GPCD (from 251 GPCD to 242 GPCD) 

would be sufficient to drop Sterling’s demand growth rate from 1% to 0.5% for that seven-year 

period. Figure 6 and Columns [7] through [10] of Table 4 show Sterling’s projected water demands 

in that scenario. Those efficiency gains (water savings) are adequate to change Sterling’s projected 

timeline for augmentation and water infrastructure improvements.  

Sterling may enjoy the following benefits from reducing its system-wide total demand by 9 GPCD: 

 Lower variable water treatment costs. Sterling treats water at a variable cost of

approximately $1,300/MG ($424/AF) of water billed, so that saved unit cost can offset lost

variable revenue due to water savings (approximately $3,080/MG ($1,004/AF) of lost

variable revenue due to water savings).
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 Delay Scalva Farm dry-up by five years (from approximately 2045 to 2050). Sterling

currently leases the two pivots on the Scalva Farm to a local farmer, generating revenue of

$86,000/yr.

 Delay the requirement for a new Class I injection well by approximately 2.5 years (brine

reduction estimated over the 50-year Water LRP projection period totaled 1,093 AF, which

is equivalent to approximately 2.5 years of deep-injected brine into one of the wells by the

end of that period).

 Delay construction of the first augmentation water storage reservoir by three years (from

2059 to 2062).

 Possibly eliminate the need for a second or third augmentation reservoir (with no water

efficiency increases, the second reservoir is projected to be required in 2069).

 Reduced wastewater flows (approximately 40 AF/yr lower based on 2019 population),

resulting in reduction of variable wastewater treatment costs.

 Lower residential customer water bills due to customer water use reduction.

 Higher revenue for the Water Enterprise Fund from reducing unbilled water amounts,

particularly if charges for newly added municipal accounts are withdrawn from the General

Fund.

 Sterling’s wells and augmentation infrastructure may have more open capacity, providing

Sterling with greater flexibility to take on additional external water lease obligations,

generating revenue for the Water Enterprise Fund.

 Reduced capacity required for future RO WTP and WWTP design elements, saving

Sterling future capital costs. This benefit would take effect after adequate water use data is

available to confirm efficiency-based water use reductions.

3.2 Water Efficiency Goals 

Sterling has selected the following water efficiency goals: 

 Reduce unbilled water from 26% of the potable supply to 16% of the potable supply by:
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o Better accounting and tracking procedures, including automation where possible.

o Metering unmetered uses (e.g. fire flows) and recording all metered uses in the

billing system.

o A robust leak detection program.

o Provide education on water loss management to water department staff.

 Increase efficiency of irrigation practices at Sterling parks, maintaining a maximum annual

irrigation application of 18 Gal/sf. Target a maximum annual irrigation application at

Riverview Golf Course and Riverside Cemetery of 30 Gal/sf. Achievement of these

maximum application rates will reduce Sterling’s average annual park irrigation amount

by 47 AF, which is equivalent to a reduction in Sterling’s per capita system-wide water

demand (including non-potable uses) of 3 GPCD, from 251 GPCD to 248 GPCD.

 Strengthen water efficiency ethic in the community, resulting in a 6 GPCD reduction in per

capita system-wide water demand during the Efficiency Plan period of 2021 to 2027,

further reducing that demand from 248 GPCD to 242 GPCD. Due to the 22% treatment

and transmission loss required to produce potable supplies, Sterling’s potable demand

would only have to decrease by 4.7 GPCD to achieve the 6 GPCD target reduction in

system-wide demand. In other words, savings achieved in the potable water uses carry

more weight for Sterling achieving its system-wide efficiency goal. Based upon Sterling’s

2019 population, the 6 GPCD system-wide savings is equivalent to an annual savings of

approximately 94 AF. This savings will grow as Sterling’s population grows.

3.3 Integrated Land Use and Water Supply Planning 

Sterling has reviewed the list of activities identified as “Best Practices for Implementing Water 

Conservation and Demand Management Through Land Use Planning Efforts” in a January 2019 

document of the same name prepared for the CWCB. These activities are designed to assist 

municipalities to incorporate water efficiency into their land use and development policies. From 

this list, Sterling selected several activities that fit Sterling’s situation (see selection criteria in 

Section 4.1). While these activities are also described in Section 4, they are highlighted here in 

relation to Sterling’s efforts to better integrate water efficiency into land use planning decisions. 
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 The Public Works Director, who manages both water issues and planning issues, will seek

ways to better integrate water considerations into the development approval process. To

start, an information insert on rainwater collection will be included with permit approval

materials.

 Sterling staff will approach SCF/DOC to propose a rainwater collection program to irrigate

SCF/DOC fields. This activity will be described further below.

 Sterling’s plumbing code references the water efficiency standards from the 2015

International Plumbing Code (IPC).

 Sterling Council will consider whether to introduce four new ordinances related to water

efficiency and land use:

o Overspray ordinance to prohibit wasteful sprinkler systems.

o Additional ordinance to regulate cemetery and golf course irrigation, prohibiting

annual irrigation application in excess of 30 Gal/sf.

o Improving Sterling’s existing landscape requirements so that xeriscaping options

are highlighted and so that properties that do not maintain existing turf are required

to replace it with xeriscape.

o A point of sale ordinance targeted to achieve both water efficiency goals and

property maintenance goals.

 Sterling will consider adding a xeriscape demonstration garden to City Hall as an example

for water customers.

SECTION 4 – SELECTION OF WATER EFFICIENCY ACTIVITIES 

4.1 Summary of Selection Process 

Sterling water staff, consisting of Public Works, Billing, RO WTP, and WWTP staff, met on 

September 24, 2020 to review Sterling’s historical water efficiency performance, define goals for 

the water efficiency planning process, and identify water efficiency activities to pursue during the 
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Efficiency Plan period (2021 – 2027). The screening criteria by which Sterling water staff 

evaluated efficiency activities were: 

 Likelihood of City Council acceptance. 

 Affordable cost of the activity. 

 Staff availability to complete activity. 

 Applicability of the activity to Sterling. 

4.2 Demand Management Activities 

The following sections describe the activities that Sterling evaluated during the activity selection 

process (Worksheets D – G of Appendix B). Selected activities are highlighted in bold text and 

are also listed in the Executive Summary. 

4.2.1 Foundational Activities 

4.2.1.1 Metering 

Sterling installed AMR meters citywide in 2016. Sterling staff indicated that there are a few 

Sterling parks where AMR meters have not yet been installed; they target installation of AMR 

meters in these parks.  

Submetering indoor and outdoor water use for Sterling’s large water users is already performed 

for some users (for example, the junior high school). However, other large users (e.g. SCF/DOC) 

do not have submetering. Sterling staff decided that they did not want to pursue further 

submetering until their issues with unbilled water have been resolved.  

Sterling replaces meters when they are identified as defective. Sterling monitors billing data to 

identify erroneous meter readings and uses this information to conduct inspection of those 

properties. Sterling will continue to replace meters that malfunction during this Efficiency Plan 

period. 

Since the 2010 Conservation Plan, Sterling installed meters on many municipal building taps that 

were formerly unmetered. Sterling staff are unaware of taps that are unmetered, but Sterling will 

continue to identify unmetered uses if they still exist. To improve identification and tracking of 
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unbilled water uses, Sterling also targets identifying metered taps that have been inadvertently 

excluded from the billing system (primarily municipal metered taps) and adding those taps 

into the system. Adding a “municipal” customer category could be beneficial for easing this 

process, as discussed below.   

4.2.1.2 Demand Data Collection and Billing Systems 

Sterling reads meters monthly and tracks water use by customer type (residential, multi-family, 

commercial, and industrial). Sterling bills water monthly. To improve their billing system, Sterling 

will consider adding a “municipal” customer type to their billing system to encompass all 

Sterling park and building taps. Additionally, Sterling will consider adding a “School” 

customer category to its system to better track school (including Northeastern Junior 

College) water use and to track future efficiency improvements in this category.  

Sterling currently tracks water use of its large customers, including SCF/DOC, Devonshire Acres, 

and others. Like all customer accounts, these accounts are notified if abnormal use is identified. 

Sterling tracks the irrigated acreage of Sterling parks, as reported in the annual Lawn Irrigation 

Return Flow (LIRF) analysis performed for water rights purposes.  

Sterling’s water billing system was upgraded in 2019. Sterling staff will determine whether it is 

possible to enhance water bills with customer-specific water use information and 

comparisons to the use patterns of similar customers, to provide each customer with a snap-

shot picture of how their water use compares to that of their neighbors. 

4.2.1.3 Water Efficiency Oriented Rates and Tap Fees 

Sterling bills water volumetrically and on a monthly schedule. Sterling currently uses a uniform 

water rate structure that charges customers of all sizes and types $3.08/Kgal, regardless of their 

water usage amount.  

Sterling utilized an inclined tier water rate structure from 2005 to 2009. The inclined tier water 

rate structure charges customers minimally or not at all for the lowest tier of water use each month, 

which is an amount that would cover the water-efficient indoor water needs of most customers. 

Customers who use more water than the base amount are charged higher unit water rates ($/Kgal) 
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the more water they use. Inclined tier rate structures have the effect of increasing equity in water 

billing and increasing water use efficiency by customers. 

Starting in 2010, Sterling reverted to a uniform rate structure in anticipation of increased water 

rates to fund construction of the RO WTP. From 2010 to 2012, water rates approximately doubled. 

In response to that steep increase, and to reduce revenue uncertainty and customer confusion 

during a time of significant change, Sterling decided to switch to a uniform water rate structure in 

2010. Sterling’s water rate structure has remained uniform since that time. 

Sterling is currently in the process of major upgrades to its WWTP and related infrastructure, also 

initiated by water quality and regulatory updates. To fund these upgrades, Sterling significantly 

increased its sewer rates in 2019. Because of these recent changes and ongoing wastewater 

infrastructure development, Sterling is not prepared to change its water rate structure at this time 

However, after changes to Sterling’s wastewater infrastructure have been completed, Sterling will 

consider whether changes to its water rate structure (for example, transition back to an 

inclined tiered water rate structure) would be feasible and appropriate.  

Sterling has very limited new development occurring. Sterling’s tap fees (tap fee, service fee, and 

plant investment fee) for a new ¾-inch tap within City limits total $2,690. Sterling maintains low 

tap fees based on the desire to incentivize new development in a region due to a shortage of quality 

affordable housing. Because the tap fees are already so low, lower tap fees to incentivize water-

efficient development are unlikely to be meaningful or effective.  

4.2.1.4 System Water Loss Management and Control 

Sterling staff are aware that unbilled water currently constitutes a high percentage of the City’s 

potable water supply. Staff are also optimistic that a combination of improved tracking and billing 

practices and a leak detection and prevention program will effectively reduce Sterling’s unbilled 

water.  

Sterling water staff will attend training through the Colorado Water Loss Initiative when that 

training is next offered (likely in January 2021). This training can assist staff in performing an 

American Water Works Association (AWWA) M36 water audit on the Sterling system.  
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As mentioned above, Sterling staff have committed to identifying metered taps that have been 

inadvertently left out of the billing system. Although Sterling has made a concerted effort since 

2010 to meter all tap connections as described above, it will continue to monitor for remaining 

unmetered connections.  

Sterling monitors for leaks in its potable system, both by monitoring system pressure via SCADA11 

and by field observations. By 2023, Sterling will supplement this historical approach to leak 

detection with a technology-assisted detection program designed to identify leaks, including 

mapping of Sterling’s distribution system to formalize leak identification. Sterling will 

consider acoustic leak detection, gas tracer detection, ground-penetrating radar (GPR), or drone-

assisted thermography as technologies to utilize during a year-long proactive leak detection 

program. If possible, Sterling will seek a CWCB Water Efficiency Implementation Grant to assist 

in this process. 

Sterling continues to maintain its water system and replace water lines when needed. As part of 

the proactive leak detection program described above, Sterling will repair identified leaks, 

provided repairs are within the Sterling’s budget after higher-priority maintenance has been 

performed.  

4.2.1.5 Staff 

Sterling’s water staff specialize in water systems maintenance, water metering, water treatment, 

wastewater treatment, planning, water billing, and public communications, among other skills. 

These staff are participating in the Efficiency Plan process. Additionally, Sterling plans to add a 

position to the water staff in 2021. This new position will be responsible for water and 

wastewater regulatory compliance as well as for tracking and advancing the Sterling’s water 

efficiency program. 

4.2.2 Targeted Technical Assistance and Incentives 

Water savings from the technical assistance and incentive activities described below was not 

estimated due to a lack of data on the proposed activities.   

11 Sterling’s “Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition” (SCADA) system allows Sterling RO WTP staff to monitor 
system water pressure, water levels, well pumping, and other parameters. 
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4.2.2.1 Level 1 Municipal Facility Water Efficiency 

In 2021, Sterling will install irrigation controllers at Sterling Parks, to improve manual 

irrigation monitoring already performed by Sterling staff.   

At this time, Sterling is not interested in replacing fixtures in municipal facilities without additional 

motivation, such as aging fixtures or facility renovation. In the case of facility renovation or if 

fixtures in Sterling facilities must be replaced for other reasons, Sterling commits to replacing 

those fixtures with water-efficient models. Sterling will consider initiating a City policy to 

formalize this intention.  

Sterling staff will research the possibility of equipping fire department hose trucks with water 

meters.  

Sterling will continue to consider whether any areas (especially parks) currently served by 

potable water supplies could be transitioned to non-potable supplies. This transition would 

save Sterling treatment water losses in cases where potable-grade water is not required.  

Sterling does not currently consider water reuse to be a feasible or desirable efficiency activity to 

pursue. Sterling’s physical and legal water supply (alluvial wells) is not limited in availability. 

Furthermore, Sterling’s augmentation plan decree allows it to claim return flows from the first use 

of its water as WWTP effluent credits or as lawn irrigation return flow (LIRF) credits. Reuse of 

water has the potential to reduce these credits available for Sterling’s augmentation plan. Finally, 

Sterling’s existing WWTP is located approximately 3 miles northeast and downgradient of City 

proper and Sterling’s large irrigation and industrial demands. Given the plentiful availability of 

alluvial groundwater, a reuse project with significant pipeline and pumping costs is not cost 

effective at this time.       

4.2.2.2 Level 2 Management of Largest Customer Demands 

SCF/DOC and the Sterling Ethanol Plant are Sterling’s largest water customers. The Colorado 

Department of Corrections has its own water efficiency program for its facilities, and water 

efficiency initiatives such as fixture replacement can be difficult for security reasons. Sterling has 

limited resources, and it was not considered efficient to target SCF/DOC for efficiency measures. 

Likewise, the Sterling Ethanol Plant has very tight control of its water use, based upon the 
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continuous SCADA monitoring of its production process and water use. Directing Sterling’s 

limited resources to water efficiency initiatives for the Ethanol Plant would likely be both 

infeasible and ineffective.  

Sterling staff will inventory cooling towers in Sterling to better understand cooling water 

demands and potentially introduce an efficiency program related to cooling water demands. 

Sterling will consider a technical assistance program to assist Riverview Golf Course and 

Riverside Cemetery to reduce their irrigation water use. This should be initiated as a meeting 

between Sterling water staff and irrigation managers at those facilities, with feedback on irrigation 

quantities provided by Sterling staff and with feedback from irrigation managers on technical 

assistance Sterling might provide (purchase of irrigation controllers, providing a free water audit, 

etc.)   

Sterling staff will approach SCF/DOC to propose a rainwater collection program to irrigate 

the approximately 8 acres of fields within the SCF/DOC compound. Depending on 

SCF/DOC’s responsiveness and program details, the City might consider an incentive such as 

project assistance or funding. Sterling staff recognizes that the possibility of such a program 

depends on many factors outside of their control.  

4.2.2.3 Level 3 Management of Remaining Customer Demands 

Sterling staff’s perception is that rebates for water efficient appliances would not be popular with 

Sterling residents, rendering a rebate program ineffective. However, Sterling will consider 

whether it can roll out a rebate program for irrigation controllers, using local plumbers as 

the intermediary. Sterling staff believe that residential properties in Sterling’s new developments 

are likely to have irrigation controllers already, so the program would target properties where no 

such controller already exists or where significant controller improvements would be possible. 

4.2.3 Ordinances and Regulations 

Water savings from the ordinance and regulation activities described below was not estimated due 

to a lack of data on the proposed activities.   
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4.2.3.1 Level 1 Existing Service Area 

As described above, Sterling enacted Watering Restrictions that apply to residential and 

commercial customers as well as the golf course. Sterling staff monitor for compliance with the 

day of week watering restrictions, and notices and violations are issued as needed. 

Since Sterling staff already monitor for day of week watering practices, their additional monitoring 

burden would be minimal if overspray watering restrictions were added to Sterling code. 

Therefore, Sterling will consider implementing overspray watering restrictions which allow 

Sterling to issue notices and violations if malfunctioning sprinkler systems are identified.  

Sterling will consider whether additional ordinances could be passed to regulate golf course 

and cemetery irrigation that utilizes Sterling water supplies. An ordinance prohibiting annual 

irrigation application exceeding 30 Gal/sf for these facilities should not be onerous, given recent 

irrigation patterns. Achievement of that goal could provide measurable benefit to Sterling in terms 

of reduced pressure on its augmentation plan without reducing Water Enterprise Fund revenues 

(since both golf course and cemetery use non-potable supplies). Finally, Sterling staff have already 

noted greater irrigation efficiency at Riverview Golf Course in 2020, a dry year in which irrigation 

application did not exceed 30 Gal/sf but improved turf condition was noted. This efficiency 

improvement was attributed to a change of ownership at the golf course. In 2020, Riverside 

Cemetery irrigation application was approximately 32 Gal/sf.     

Sterling’s existing landscape requirements are minimal, and there are no minimum turf 

requirements for lot development. However, Planning staff believe that more prescriptive 

landscape requirements could have two beneficial effects: highlighting xeriscaping options and 

improving property maintenance. Sterling Council will consider improvements to the limited 

existing landscape requirements so that xeriscaping options are highlighted and so that 

properties that do not maintain existing turf are required to replace it with xeriscape. 

4.2.3.2 Level 2 New Construction Regulations 

Sterling currently lacks water efficient landscape requirements for new development. However, 

Sterling staff noted that recent new developments have smaller lots and more xeriscaping than 

older lots. Because Sterling currently has a shortage of quality affordable housing, the City’s 
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priority is to encourage residential development, and it would be unlikely to support additional 

regulations on new construction at this time.  

Sterling’s municipal code refers to the Colorado Plumbing Code for plumbing matters. The 

Colorado Plumbing Code references the 2015 International Plumbing Code (IPC) for its water 

efficiency standards12,  Because of industry standards and Colorado’s Senate Bill 14-103, new 

fixtures (toilets, faucets) available on the market most likely comply with Federal WaterSense 

standards. Therefore, when Sterling residents replace existing fixtures or construct a new property, 

the new fixtures are likely to be relatively water efficient. 

As mentioned above, Sterling Council will consider adding prescription for xeriscaping in 

Sterling’s landscaping requirements.    

4.2.3.3 Level 3 Point of Sales Ordinances on Existing Building Stock 

Sterling does not have point of sales ordinances on existing building stock related to water 

efficiency, but this type of approach might improve water efficiency and maintenance of Sterling’s 

large number of landlord-owned properties. Sterling will consider whether point of sale 

ordinances for installation of water-efficient fixtures and low-water landscaping could be a 

method to achieve both water efficiency goals and property maintenance goals.   

4.2.4 Education Activities 

Sterling recognizes that community outreach is a relatively low-cost and potentially effective 

approach for increasing customer water efficiency, particularly with campaigns that target youth 

audiences. 

Water savings from the education activities described below was not estimated due to a lack of 

data on the proposed activities.   

4.2.4.1 Level 1 One-Way Education Activities 

In 2021, Sterling commits to send out at least two educational inserts with its water billing. 

One insert will educate customers on water softeners and in-home water treatment systems, 

12 Table 604.4 of the 2015 IPC indicates maximum flow rates and consumption for plumbing fixtures and fixture 
fittings, including 1.6 gallons per flush for water closets and 2.5 gpm at 80 psi for shower heads. 
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including information on proper installation and operation of water softeners and information 

about the quality of municipal potable supplies (For instance, secondary RO treatment of Sterling’s 

RO-treated supplies is not advisable.). The City is motivated to reduce the number of water 

softeners within Sterling because water softeners can generate 40 to 150 gallons of brine water per 

week, or much more if operated improperly. Brine water constitutes a water loss and increases salt 

loading in Sterling’s WWTP stream.  

A second insert will educate customers on xeriscaping techniques and rainwater collection. 

Sterling has observed that some Sterling homeowners ceased to irrigate their lots at the time of 

rate increases (2010-2012). A xeriscaping approach to landscaping these lots would have the triple 

benefit of keeping water use low, lowering or maintaining low customer water bills, and 

beautifying properties. Sterling would also consider installing a xeriscape garden and 

rainwater collection at City Hall as an example of what can be done. 

4.2.4.2 Level 2 One-Way Education and Feedback 

Sterling RO WTP staff regularly offer tours of the plant and interface with community members 

for educational presentations. Staff commit to including information about water efficiency 

during these events. Sterling will also consider whether it would be feasible to send RO WTP 

staff to make similar informational presentations at local schools.   

Until 2017, Sterling water staff participated in Logan County’s annual Children’s Water Festival. 

Sterling may consider renewing participation in that festival by the new water/wastewater 

compliance staff member who will be hired in 2021.  

During this Efficiency Plan period (2021-2027), Sterling staff will post monthly water-efficiency 

related information on the Public Works Facebook account, or similar social media 

platform.  

As part of the permit approval materials Sterling provides building permit applicants, 

Sterling Planning staff will include an educational insert on rainwater collection. 

4.2.4.3 Level 3 Two-Way Education 

Sterling will seek public feedback on this Efficiency Plan. This process will constitute a method 

for two-way education between Sterling water staff and water customers.  

www.bbawater.com BBA Water Consultants, Inc.
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SECTION 5 – IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING PLAN 

5.1 Implementation Plan 

The activities listed in Section 4.3 will be implemented as described in Worksheet J of Appendix 

B. Estimated costs of the activities are also included in that worksheet.

5.2 Monitoring Plan 

As summarized in Worksheet K of Appendix B, Sterling collects data on its water use and 

efficiency. On an annual basis, Sterling will update tabulations of its water demand tracking (Table 

1), service area trend tracking (Table 2), and park irrigation tracking (Table 3). The goal of these 

updates will be to track progress toward the water efficiency goals described in Section 4, 

providing Sterling feedback on its activities to allow modifications or additions to the list of 

activities being pursued. 

As applicable and feasible, the following additional information will be summarized regarding the 

efficiency activities proposed for this plan: annual costs and avoided costs, lessons learned, water 

efficiency activity tracking data (e.g. number of annual rebates, number of infractions, etc.), 

weather data, public feedback, records of significant changes in water efficiency programming, or 

other variables affecting water consumption. 

Progress on the water efficiency activities described in this plan will be described in the annual 

report to City Council presented each January. 

SECTION 6 – ADOPTION OF NEW POLICY, PUBLIC REVIEW AND FORMAL 

APPROVAL 

6.1 Adoption of New Policy 

Sterling City Council should consider whether any of the following ordinances are achievable: 

1. Overspray watering restrictions, to allow Sterling staff to issue notices and violations if

they see malfunctioning sprinkler systems.

2. Ordinance to regulate golf course and cemetery irrigation. Riverview Golf Course

irrigation application is almost twice that of some Sterling parks.

www.bbawater.com BBA Water Consultants, Inc.
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3. Landscaping Guidelines to encourage xeriscaping and require it on properties where turf

has not been maintained.

4. Point of sale ordinance related to water-efficient fixtures and landscaping might be a

method to achieve both water efficiency goals and property maintenance goals.

[Note: If Council does not adopt any new policy as part of this Efficiency Plan, then remove this 

report section.] 

6.2 Public Review Process 

A public review process is required for all Efficiency Plans approved by the CWCB. This 

Efficiency Plan will be submitted for public review from November 20, 2020 to January 19, 2021. 

Public review will be solicited in the following manner: this Efficiency Plan will be posted to the 

City of Sterling’s main website and its Public Works website, with notice posted in the Sterling 

Journal-Advocate, the South Platte Sentinal, and a notice posted on the Public Works’ Facebook 

page three times during the Public Review period. Notices will solicit public comments on the plan 

to be submitted to Sterling’s Public Works Department verbally or in writing.     

6.3 Local Adoption and State Approval Processes 

This Efficiency Plan will be reviewed by Sterling’s City Council. Council will decide when this 

Efficiency Plan can be provided for the required 60-day public review and will review and approve 

the plan after public review has been completed. 

Sterling’s consultant (BBA) has communicated with CWCB staff during this efficiency planning 

process and has submitted this Efficiency Plan for preliminary CWCB review in October 2020. 

Sterling and BBA will solicit CWCB feedback on the plan, with the goal of incorporating elements 

required for CWCB approval of the plan by mid-February 2021. 

6.4 Periodic Review and Update 

On an annual basis, Sterling will update tabulations of its water use and efficiency performance 

(Tables 1-3) and make an annual report to City Council. Sterling plans to update this Efficiency 

Plan in 2028, after the current Efficiency Plan period has lapsed.  

www.bbawater.com BBA Water Consultants, Inc.
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Figure 5
2019 Water LRP - City of Sterling Historical and Projected Well Pumping
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*2012 Pumping is highlighted.

** From 2001-2013, Sterling's RO WTP did not exist. The chart above shows back-calculated RO WTP losses that would have occurred during those years. 
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Figure 6

2019 Water LRP Projection with Efficiency Goals Met - Historical and Projected Well Pumping

Potable System Well Pumping Back-Calculated RO WTP Losses** City Irrigation-Only Pumping

Ethanol Plant Well Pumping Total Well Pumping, No Efficiency Gains

Projected

Pumping

Actual

Pumping**

*2012 Pumping is highlighted.

** From 2001-2013, Sterling's RO WTP did not exist. The chart above shows back-calculated RO WTP losses that would have occurred during those years. 
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TABLES 



For 

Potable 

System

For Raw 

Water 

Irrigation

For 

Ethanol 

Plant

Total Raw 

Water 

Supply

Transmission 

Loss to WTP

Treatment 

Loss Deep 

Injected

Treatment 

Loss to 

WWTP

Potable Water 

Production Residential

Multi-

Family

Commercial 

less 

SFC/DOC

Sterling 

Correctional 

Facility Industrial Bulk

Total 

Billed Unbilled

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]

2010 3,275 514 687 4,476 0 0 0 3,275 1,282 277 436 502 2 0 2,499 776

2011 3,022 502 721 4,245 0 0 0 3,022 1,107 252 410 496 3 0 2,268 754

2012 3,355 664 689 4,708 0 0 0 3,349 1,361 255 454 441 3 0 2,513 835

2013 2,874 456 591 3,921 16 30 26 2,740 1,075 229 431 332 3 0 2,069 671

2014 3,227 455 589 4,271 9 391 137 2,690 1,027 225 409 362 2 0 2,026 664

2015 3,580 489 579 4,649 118 461 105 2,896 1,077 235 408 371 2 0 2,093 803

2016 3,769 563 556 4,888 76 511 75 3,109 1,164 247 411 356 2 0 2,181 928

2017 3,485 456 581 4,522 105 404 125 2,851 1,040 237 407 367 3 8 2,061 790

2018 3,516 479 616 4,611 110 405 133 2,868 1,096 245 438 363 3 2 2,147 720

2019 3,212 413 626 4,250 59 375 128 2,651 994 228 450 366 3 4 2,044 607

'10-'13 Avg 3,131 534 672 4,337 4 7 7 3,096 1,206 253 433 443 3 0 2,337 759

'14-'19 Avg 3,465 476 591 4,532 79 424 117 2,844 1,066 236 421 364 3 2 2,092 752

Notes

▪ Two averages are provided: 1) The 2010-2013 average better reflects operations prior to RO WTP start-up. 2) The 2014-2019 average reflects operations with the RO WTP.

▪ Unbilled water is equal to Potable Water Production minus Total Billed potable water.

Raw Water Supply

Table 1

City of Sterling

Water Demands

▪ Sterling Correctional Facility (SFC) is also known as the Department of Corrections (DOC).

▪ Treated water is provided to Sterling's potable water distribution system. Sterling's reverse osmosis (RO) water treatment plant went online in November 2013. Prior to that time, wellhead treatment was implemented 

at select locations, but treatment losses were minimal. Measured RO WTP losses average approximately 16% of water supplied to the RO WTP for treatment. Transmission losses consist of losses from the raw water 

supply pipelines to the RO WTP, and average 2% of the water pumped to supply the RO WTP.

Potable System Billed and Unbilled WaterWater Treatment

▪ Billed potable water records are maintained by Sterling Utilities staff.

(acre-feet)

▪ Well pumping annual amounts are from wellhead meter readings read by Sterling staff on a monthly basis.

Calendar 

Year

10/4/2020



Total

(AF)

For Potable 

System 

(AF)

Annual 

Amount

(AF)

Average 

Annual Rate 

(MGD)

Peak Day Rate 

(MGD)

Annual Amount 

(AF)

Percentage of 

Potable Water 

Production (%)

System-Wide Total 

Water Demand, 

Excluding Ethanol 

Plant (GPCD) 

System-Wide 

Potable Water 

Demand (GPCD) 

Residential 

Potable Water 

Demand 

(Including SCF) 

(GPCD)

SCF/DOC Potable 

Water Demand

(GPCD)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]

2010 14,354 4,476 3,275 3,275 2.9 - 952 29% 236 204 128 179

2011 14,212 4,245 3,022 3,022 2.7 - 734 24% 221 190 117 177

2012 14,005 4,708 3,355 3,349 3.0 - 1,110 33% 256 213 131 158

2013 13,863 3,921 2,874 2,740 2.4 5.2 709 26% 214 176 105 118

2014 14,081 4,271 3,227 2,690 2.4 4.8 745 28% 233 171 102 129

2015 14,073 4,649 3,580 2,896 2.6 5.5 802 28% 258 184 107 132

2016 14,041 4,888 3,769 3,109 2.8 5.4 956 31% 275 197 112 127

2017 13,973 4,522 3,485 2,851 2.5 5.8 736 26% 252 182 105 131

2018 13,947 4,611 3,516 2,868 2.6 5.4 863 30% 256 184 109 130

2019 13,976 4,250 3,212 2,651 2.4 4.7 723 27% 232 169 101 131

'10-'13 Avg 14,109 4,337 3,131 3,096 2.8 5.2 876 28% 243 187 112 141

'14-'19 Avg 14,015 4,532 3,465 2,844 2.5 5.3 804 28% 251 181 106 130

Notes

[5] Equal to [4] * 0.325851 ÷ days in the year (millions of gallons per day).

[10] Equal to [4] * 325851 ÷ [1] ÷ days in the year (gallons per capita per day).

[11] Equal to residential, multi-family, and SFC/DOC billed amount in gallons ÷ [1] ÷ days in the year (gallons per capita per day).

City of Sterling

Table 2

[12] Equal to SFC/DOC billed amount in gallons ÷ 2500 ÷ days in the year (gallons per capita per day). SCF has 2,500 beds, but reportedly housed approximately 2,200 inmates in 2020. An effective population of 2,500 was 

assumed nonethless, assuming approximately 300 staff are on-site at the facility at any one time.

[9] Equal to ([2] - Ethanol Plant Well Pumping) * 325851 ÷ [1] ÷ days in the year (gallons per capita per day).

Service Area 

Population

Year

Well Pumping Potable Water Production Potable Water Outdoor Use Per Capita Demands

[6] Measured peak day distribution at RO WTP (millions of gallons per day).

[7] Equal to monthly billed residential, multi-family, commercial, and SFC/DOC water usage higher than monthly base usage, summed over the months of the year. Base usage is equal to December, January, 

and February billed amount in the same categories, divided by three. This definition of base usage is different than the definition in Sterling's water rights decree, but appropriate for analysis of billed water 

[8] Equal to [7] ÷ [4].

[4] Since December 2012, equal to distribution metered at the RO WTP. Before that time, equal to well pumping for the potable system.

[3] Well pumping for the potable system in the 2010-2019 period has been from Well Nos. 1-13, Well 15, Well 30, and Scalva 2.

[2] Well pumping annual amounts are from wellhead meter readings read by Sterling staff on a monthly basis.

[1] City of Sterling population data from Department of Local Affairs.

AF - acre-feet; MGD - millions of gallons per day; GPCD - gallons per capita per day.

Service Area Trends

10/4/2020



Park: Pioneer Park

Columbine 

Park

Charmony 

Park

Riverview 

Golf Course

Riverside 

Cemetery Prairie Park Propst Park

Supply: Non-potable Non-potable Non-potable Non-potable Non-potable Potable Potable

Irr. Acreage: 19 16 3 68 27 4 4

Year

2010 51.0 47.7 5.9 313.1 83.6 - -

2011 39.1 41.1 4.8 307.9 101.5 - -

2012 48.3 52.3 8.0 413.5 133.7 - -

2013 34.3 41.3 5.4 254.1 118.6 - -

2014 36.1 38.3 5.4 291.6 80.4 7.9 -

2015 35.3 49.4 7.2 283.5 112.2 12.0 -

2016 48.5 47.3 8.6 327.0 128.7 11.8 -

2017 36.0 43.8 7.2 264.8 102.0 8.9 0.0

2018 46.7 49.5 8.7 257.5 114.3 15.4 17.5

2019 35.0 41.7 6.3 244.9 83.4 2.6 11.1

'10-'19 Avg 41.0 45.2 6.7 295.8 105.9 9.8 9.5

Year

2010 2.7 3.0 2.0 4.6 3.1 - -

2011 2.1 2.6 1.6 4.5 3.8 - -

2012 2.5 3.3 2.7 6.1 5.0 - -

2013 1.8 2.6 1.8 3.7 4.4 - -

2014 1.9 2.4 1.8 4.3 3.0 2.0 -

2015 1.9 3.1 2.4 4.2 4.2 3.0 -

2016 2.6 3.0 2.9 4.8 4.8 2.9 -

2017 1.9 2.7 2.4 3.9 3.8 2.2 0

2018 2.5 3.1 2.9 3.8 4.2 3.8 4.4

2019 1.8 2.6 2.1 3.6 3.1 0.6 2.8

'10-'19 Avg 2.2 2.8 2.2 4.3 3.9 2.4 2.4

Year

2010 20.1 22.3 14.6 34.4 23.2 - -

2011 15.4 19.2 12.0 33.9 28.1 - -

2012 19.0 24.4 20.0 45.5 37.1 - -

2013 13.5 19.3 13.6 27.9 32.9 - -

2014 14.2 17.9 13.4 32.1 22.3 14.7 -

2015 13.9 23.1 17.9 31.2 31.1 22.5 -

2016 19.1 22.1 21.4 36.0 35.7 22.1 -

2017 14.2 20.5 17.9 29.1 28.3 16.7 0.0

2018 18.4 23.1 21.6 28.3 31.7 28.7 32.7

2019 13.8 19.5 15.7 26.9 23.1 4.8 20.8

'10-'19 Avg 16.1 21.1 16.8 32.5 29.3 18.2 17.8

Note: Largest City Parks are included. Smaller City Parks and medians are excluded.

Table 3

City of Sterling

Park Irrigation Application

Application (gallons per square foot per year)

Application (feet per year)

Application (acre-feet)
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Population

Population 

Growth Rate

Ethanol Plant 

Well Pumping 

(AF)

Dry-Year 

System-Wide 

Total Demand

(GPCD)

Well Pumping 

Excluding 

Ethanol Plant 

Pumping (AF)

Growth Rate on 

Well Pumping 

(%)

Average-Year 

System-Wide 

Total Demand

(GPCD)

Dry-Year 

System-Wide 

Total Demand

(GPCD)

Well Pumping 

Excluding 

Ethanol Plant 

Pumping (AF)

Growth Rate on 

Well Pumping 

(%)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]

2019 13976 628 238 3730 251 309 4840

2020 14116 1.0% 697 309 4889 31.1% 251 309 4889 1.0%

2021 14257 1.0% 697 309 4938 1.0% 250 308 4913 0.5%

2022 14399 1.0% 697 309 4987 1.0% 249 306 4938 0.5%

2023 14543 1.0% 697 309 5037 1.0% 247 305 4962 0.5%

2024 14689 1.0% 697 309 5087 1.0% 246 303 4987 0.5%

2025 14836 1.0% 697 309 5138 1.0% 245 302 5012 0.5%

2026 14984 1.0% 697 309 5189 1.0% 244 300 5037 0.5%

2027 15134 1.0% 697 309 5241 1.0% 242 299 5062 0.5%

2028 15285 1.0% 697 309 5294 1.0% 242 299 5113 1.0%

2029 15438 1.0% 697 309 5347 1.0% 242 299 5164 1.0%

2030 15593 1.0% 697 309 5400 1.0% 242 299 5216 1.0%

2031 15749 1.0% 697 309 5454 1.0% 242 299 5268 1.0%

2032 15906 1.0% 697 309 5509 1.0% 242 299 5321 1.0%

2033 16065 1.0% 697 309 5564 1.0% 242 299 5374 1.0%

2034 16226 1.0% 697 309 5619 1.0% 242 299 5428 1.0%

2035 16388 1.0% 697 309 5676 1.0% 242 299 5482 1.0%

2036 16552 1.0% 697 309 5732 1.0% 242 299 5537 1.0%

2037 16717 1.0% 697 309 5790 1.0% 242 299 5592 1.0%

2038 16885 1.0% 697 309 5848 1.0% 242 299 5648 1.0%

2039 17053 1.0% 697 309 5906 1.0% 242 299 5704 1.0%

2040 17224 1.0% 697 309 5965 1.0% 242 299 5761 1.0%

2041 17396 1.0% 697 309 6025 1.0% 242 299 5819 1.0%

2042 17570 1.0% 697 309 6085 1.0% 242 299 5877 1.0%

2043 17746 1.0% 697 309 6146 1.0% 242 299 5936 1.0%

2044 17923 1.0% 697 309 6207 1.0% 242 299 5995 1.0%

2045 18103 1.0% 697 309 6269 1.0% 242 299 6055 1.0%

2046 18284 1.0% 697 309 6332 1.0% 242 299 6116 1.0%

2047 18466 1.0% 697 309 6395 1.0% 242 299 6177 1.0%

2048 18651 1.0% 697 309 6459 1.0% 242 299 6239 1.0%

2049 18838 1.0% 697 309 6524 1.0% 242 299 6301 1.0%

2050 19026 1.0% 697 309 6589 1.0% 242 299 6364 1.0%

2051 19216 1.0% 697 309 6655 1.0% 242 299 6428 1.0%

2052 19408 1.0% 697 309 6722 1.0% 242 299 6492 1.0%

2053 19602 1.0% 697 309 6789 1.0% 242 299 6557 1.0%

2054 19798 1.0% 697 309 6857 1.0% 242 299 6623 1.0%

2055 19996 1.0% 697 309 6925 1.0% 242 299 6689 1.0%

2056 20196 1.0% 697 309 6995 1.0% 242 299 6756 1.0%

2057 20398 1.0% 697 309 7064 1.0% 242 299 6823 1.0%

2058 20602 1.0% 697 309 7135 1.0% 242 299 6892 1.0%

2059 20808 1.0% 697 309 7206 1.0% 242 299 6960 1.0%

2060 21016 1.0% 697 309 7279 1.0% 242 299 7030 1.0%

2061 21227 1.0% 697 309 7351 1.0% 242 299 7100 1.0%

2062 21439 1.0% 697 309 7425 1.0% 242 299 7171 1.0%

2063 21653 1.0% 697 309 7499 1.0% 242 299 7243 1.0%

2064 21870 1.0% 697 309 7574 1.0% 242 299 7315 1.0%

2065 22088 1.0% 697 309 7650 1.0% 242 299 7389 1.0%

2066 22309 1.0% 697 309 7726 1.0% 242 299 7463 1.0%

2067 22532 1.0% 697 309 7804 1.0% 242 299 7537 1.0%

2068 22758 1.0% 697 309 7882 1.0% 242 299 7613 1.0%

2069 22985 1.0% 697 309 7960 1.0% 242 299 7689 1.0%

2070 23215 1.0% 697 309 8040 1.0% 242 299 7766 1.0%

Notes

[3] Ethanol Plant well pumping was projected at a conservatively high level during the 2020-2070 projection period and is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 as the red stacked column.

[9] Equal to [8] * [1] * 365 days/year * 325,851 gallons/acre-foot. As shown in Figure 6, meeting the 2021-2027 efficiency goals results in reduction in non-ethanol plant well pumping of 3.4%/yr.

[10] Projected demand growth rate provided that 2021-2027 water efficiency goals are met.

[5] Equal to projected dry-year well pumping amount (excluding ethanol well pumping) from the 2019 LRP. Actual 2019 well pumping is shown through August 2019. Shown in Figure 5 as the 

geen and blue stacked columns, which combined represent Sterling's non-ethanol plan well pumping.

[7] Columns [7] - [10] revisit the projection from the 2019 LRP with the assumption that efficiency goals from the 2021-2027 Water Efficiency Plan are met. Column [7] shows the average-year 

system-wide per capita water demand in the case that the efficiency goals are met, reducing that average-year demand from 251 GPCD to 242 GPCD over the seven-year plan period.

[4] Equal to the projected 2020 well pumping amount (excluding ethanol well pumping) of 4,889 acre-feet/year * 325,851 gallons/acre-feet ÷ the projected 2020 population of 14,116 people ÷ 365 

days/year. Dry-year demand was projected in the LRP to add a necessary level of conservatism to the projection. The dry-year demand of 309 GPCD is 23% higher than the average-year demand of 

251 gpcd. These values are analogous to the values in Column [8], and both columns are italicized to highlight this relationship.

[8] Similarly to the assumption from the 2019 LRP, dry-year system-wide demand was assumed to be 23% higher than average-year demand. This value was estimated in order to allow direct 

comparison to the dry-year projections of the 2019 LRP.

[1] - [2] Projected population growth. The 2019 LRP assumed a 1% growth rate on potable water demand and non-potable irrigation demand and by extension a 1% growth rate of Sterling's 

population during the 2020 to 2070 projection period.

[6] Projected demand growth rate from the 2019 LRP was equal to the projected population growth rate of 1%. The large growth rate in 2020 is due to transition from 2019 pumping, which 

represented actual pumping through August 2019, rather than the dry-year projection of pumping that was used for the full 2020 year.

Post-Plan 

Period 

(Compare to 

2019 LRP)

Assumptions from 2019 LRP

Baseline

Plan Period

Table 4

City of Sterling

YearPeriod

With Efficiency Goals Met During 2021-2027 Plan Period2019 LRP Growth: No Efficiency Gains*

Water Efficiency Integrated into 2019 Long Range Plan (LRP) Projection

11/1/2020
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23. U.S. Census Bureau Statistics on Sterling, Colorado, Accessed Online, September 2020. 



 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

Water Efficiency Plan Worksheets (A – G, J, and K) 



WORKSHEET A - WATER SUPPLY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE NEEDS

Yes No

System is in a designated critical water 

supply shortage area

X Despite basin-wide supply-demand gaps projected, physical water supply in 

the Lower South Platte River region is not projected to be limited (2019 

Demand Gap Memo draft).

System experiences frequent water supply 

shortages and/or emergencies

X

System has substantial non-revenue water X Billing/tracking practices require updates and aging distribution infrastructure 

experiences leaks.

Improve billling/tracking practices and perform proactive leak 

detection and repair program.

Experiencing high rates of population and 

demand growth

X 2010-2019 population is steady; demand growth is negative

Planning substantial improvements or 

additions

X

Increases to wastewater system capacity 

anticipated

X Sewer lift station upgrade and sewer main repair planned for 2021. More 

generally, Sterling Wastewater System Improvements - Engineering Report 

April 2020. These improvements are primarily dictated by aging infrastructure 

and new demands on effluent water quality, rather than by increasing 

wastewater quantity.

Lift station upgrade scheduled for 2021. WWTP improvements 

are in the planning/design phase.

Need additional drought reserves

Drinking water quality issues X RO WTP online in late 2013.

Aging infrastructure in need of repair X Potable system distribution network is aging. Perform proactive leak detection and repair program.

Issues with water pressure in portions of 

distribution system

X Limited to Cottonwoods and Pawnee Ridge Subdivisions, which were 

developed at an elevation almost equal with the City's two elevated water 

storage tanks. The houses in these subdivisions mostly have pressure pumps 

to increase their water pressure.

This is considered to be a development-specific issue/problem, 

rather than a City issue.

Instructions:

[2] 

Limitation and/or Future Need

[1] 

Comments on Limitation or Future Need

[3]

[4]

How is Limitation or Future Need Being Addressed

[4]

[4] If applicable, include how the limitation/future need is being addressed.

[3] Include any comments regarding the limitations/future needs that may be useful to consider in the planning process.

[2] Enter an "X" to show whether or not the system exhibits the limitations/future needs.

[1] This column provides a list of limitations/future needs related to planning and operating the water supply system.



WORKSHEET B - HISTORICAL AND CURRENT WATER EFFICIENCY ACTIVITIES

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Rate increases, water savings in residential customer 

category
2010-2012 382 382 382 382 382 1909 382

382=(126-106)/0.82*13917*365/325851

Since rate increases occurred in 2009-2013, per-capita residential water usage has dropped 

from 126 gpcd (2003-2008 avg) to 106 gpcd (2014-2019 avg). Also added 18% treatment 

losses that would have occurred on that extra water use if it had occurred in 2015-2019.

Rate increases, water savings in other non-residential 

customer categories
2010-2012 Savings occurred, but were not estimated due to lack of historical data.

Leak detection and repair 2010-Present Savings occurred but were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

Billing system monitoring 2010-Present Savings occurred  but were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

Decrease unmetered connections 2010-Present This activity was important to improve the City's tracking of water use.

Meter upgrades to AMR meters 2016
This activity was important to improve the City's tracking of water use, diagnosing of 

leaks, and identifying violations of watering restrictions.

Replacement of malfunctioning meters 2016-Present This activity was important to improve the City's tracking of water use.

Tap downsizing program 2010's-Present This activity improves the City's estimation of water use and the fairness of billing.

Subtotal 382 382 382 382 382 1909 382

Irrigation management of City parks 2010-Present Savings occurred, but were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Watering restrictions, water savings in residential 

customer category
2003-Present 172 172 172 172 172 859 172

172=(135-126)*13917*365/325851

Betweeen the 1996 Water Conservation Plan and the 2009 Water Conservation Plan, 

Watering Restrictions were put in place in 2003. Residential per-capita water demand dropped 

from 135 gpcd in 1996 to 126 gpcd (2003-2008 avg). Also added 18% treatment losses that 

would have occurred on that extra water use if it had occurred in 2015-2019.

Watering restrictions, water savings in non-residential 

customer categories
2003-Present Savings occurred, but were not estimated due to lack of historical data.

Subtotal 172 172 172 172 172 859 172

Children's Water Festival 2010-2017 Savings were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

Enforcement of Watering Restrictions 2003-Present Savings occurred but were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

RO WTP Tours and Community Presentations 2014-Present Savings were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

Regular training for RO WTP staff 2014-Present Savings were not estimated due to lack of supporting data.

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

554 554 554 554 554 2768 554

Instructions:

[1] List the current/historical water efficiency activities previously implemend according to the SWSI Levels Framework.

[2] Enter the dates/years the activities have been/were implemented.

[3] Enter annual estimated savings for each activity.  If water savings are not measureable enter n/a.

[4] Include total water savings since the activities have been implemented.

[5] Include average annual savings.

Total Savings 

Total Five-

Year Water 

Savings

[4]

Average 

Annual 

Savings

[5]

Annual Water Savings for Past Five Years

(AF)

[3]
Historical and Current Water

 Efficiency Activities

[1]

Period of 

Implementation

[2] Note

Education Activities

Foundational Activities

Targeted Technical Assistance and Incentives

Ordinances and Regulations



WORKSHEET C - MODIFICATIONS TO CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS AND WATER ACQUISITIONS
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Sewer lift station upgrade X This improvement is related to aging infrastructure rather than to demand increase. However, lower City 

water use in the 2015-2019 period likely lowered the City's project cost relative to what it would have been if 

1990's-level water use was still occuring.

Reservoir construction X Based on long-range planning (LRP) model runs, reduced Sterling water demand due to increased water 

rates has delayed reservoir construction by 5 years.

Add alluvial water supply well(s) to RO WTP X Sterling's existing alluvial wells were adequate to supply 1990's-level water demands without water treatment. 

However, when water treatment was added in 2013, 1990's-level water demands would likely not have been 

satisfied by the City's existing alluvial wells, and additional well(s) would have had to have been constructed 

in 2012, rather than in 2021, as planned.

Dry up Scalva Pivot X Sterling's dry-up of one or both Scalva Pivots was delayed approximately 10 years by water efficiency savings 

that have occurred since the 1990s.

The City currently leases the Scalva 

Pivots for $86,000/year

Instructions:

[1] List capital improvement projects and water acquisitions being implemented or considered.

[2] Include estimated cost for the projects/water acquisitions.

[3] Specify with an "X" whether the project/water acquisition may be eliminated, postponed, or downsized as a result of water efficiency improvements.

[4] Provide additional comments (e.g. extent of postponement and/or anticipated downsizing).

[5] Include potential cost savings as a result of the elimination, postponement and/or downsizing.

Action as a Result of Reduced Demands

Potential Cost Savings

[5]

Capital Improvement Projects and Water 

Acquisitions

[1]

Estimated 

Cost

[2]

[3]

Comments

[4]



WORKSHEET D - IDENTIFICATION AND SCREENING OF FOUNDATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Existing/

Potential 

Activity

[3]

Targeted Customer 

Category

[4]

City 

Council 

Acceptance Affordable

Staff 

Available

Applicable to 

Sterling Notes on Additional Pros/Cons to Consider

Metering (BP1) V, VII

Automatic Meter Reading Installation and Operations E/P Parks Yes Yes Yes Yes While most meters in the City are AMR, a few City parks still have manual 

meters.

Yes

Submetering for Large Users (Indoor and Outdoor) E

Meter Testing and Replacement E

Meter Upgrades E

Identify Unmetered/Unbilled Treated Water Uses P All Yes Yes Yes Yes City will continue identifying any taps that lack meters and identifying any 

metered taps that have been excluded from the billing system

Yes

Data Collection - Monitoring and Verification (BP2)

Frequency of Meter Reading E Monthly meter reads

Tracking Water Use by Customer Type E Tracked in four categories. 

Upgrade Billing System to Track Use by Sufficient Customer Types P Municipal, School Yes Yes Yes Yes Consider adding "Municipal" and "School" categories. Yes

Tracking Water Use for Large Customers E

Area of Irrigated Lands in Service Area (e.g. acres) E

Water Use Efficiency Oriented Rates and Tap Fees (BP1) VII, VIII

Volumetric Billing E

Water Rate Adjustments P No Yes Yes No In 2019, sewer rates were significantly increased to fund a major WWTP 

upgrade.

City not willing to change water rates 

at this time due to recent change in 

sewer rates.

Frequency of Billing E Monthly billing

Inclining/Tiered Rates P No Yes Yes No In 2019, sewer rates were significantly increased to fund a major WWTP 

upgrade.

City not willing to change water rates 

at this time due to recent change in 

sewer rates.

Water Budgets P Residential, 

Commercial

N/A Yes Yes Yes Determine whether it is possible to enhance water bills with customer-specific 

water use information and comparisons to the use patterns of similar customers.

Yes

Tap Fees with Water Use Efficiency Incentives P No Yes Yes No Tap fees for a 3/4-inch tap total $2,690. Sterling already has extremely low 

tap fees, so tap fee incentives would 

not be meaningful.
System Water Loss Management and Control (BP3) V

System Wide Water Audits P Unbilled Yes Yes Yes Yes Sterling water staff will attend training through the Colorado Water Loss Initiative. Yes

Control of Apparent Losses (with Metering) E/P Unbilled Yes Yes Yes Yes City will continue identifying any taps that lack meters and metering them Yes

Leak Detection and Repair E/P Unbilled Yes Yes Yes Yes By 2023, Sterling will implement a year-long technology-assisted leak detection 

program on its potable distribution network. Mapping of the City’s potable 

distribution network will be included.

Yes

Water Line Replacement Program E/P Unbilled Yes Yes Yes Yes Sterling will continue to repair leaks, including those identified by the activity 

above, provided repairs are within the City’s budget to perform.

Yes

Planning (BP2)

Integrated Water Resources Plans E

Master Plans/Water Supply Plans E  

Capital Improvement Plans E Wastewater system improvement planning (Mott MacDonald, April 2020)

Feasbility Studies E 2018 Water/Sewer Rate study
Staff (BP4)

Water Conservation Coordinator
P Yes Yes Yes Yes New water/wastewater compliance coordinator will also track and help lead water 

efficiency programs Yes

Instructions:

[2] This column identifies, by roman numeral, the elements that correspond with the best practices and that shall be fully considered in the planning process per Colorado State Statute 37-60-126.

[3] Specify whether the activity is "Existing" or a "Potential" activity to carry through screening by entering an "E" or "P", respectively.

[4] As applicable, specify which customer category  (residential, commercial, etc.) is/would be impacted by the activity.

[5] Enter screening criteria based on qualitative goals developed in Step 3 and insert an "X" for activities that meet the listed screening criteria.  

[6] Based on the screening process, indicate which activities will be carried onto the the evaluation phase with an "X".

[7] If eliminated via screening, comment on why.

Reason for Elimination

[7]

[1] This column provides a list of possible activities &  identifies the Best Practice activity as defined in the Colorado WaterWise Guidebook of Best Practices (BP) for Municipal Water Conservation in Colorado.  List additional activities identified through the planning process.

Water Efficiency Activities for Screening

[1]

Carry to 

Evaluation

[6]

Qualitative Screening [5]

State Statute 

Requirement

[2]

Identification

Water efficiency has indirectly been incorporated into the 2019 Water LRP, but 

can be more explicitly incorporated in the future.



WORKSHEET E - IDENTIFICATION AND SCREENING OF TARGETED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INCENTIVES
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City Council 

Acceptance Affordable

Staff 

Available

Applicable to 

Sterling Notes on Additional Pros/Cons to Consider

Installation of Water Efficient Fixtures and Appliances I
Indoor Audits P No No No Yes Not a focus at this time.
Toilet Retrofits P X No No No No Yes
Urinal Retrofits P X No No No No Yes
Showerhead Retrofits P X No No No No Yes
Faucet Retrofits (e.g. aerator installation) P X No No No No Yes
Water Efficient Washing Machines P X No No No No Yes
Water Efficient Dishwashers P X No No No No Yes
Efficient Swamp Cooler and Air Conditioning Use P X No No No No Yes

Low Water Use Landscapes II
Drought Resistant Vegetation P No No No No City doesn't have a large budget at 

this time to modify parks.
Removal of Phreatophytes E City removes phreatophytes from the Henderson-Smith 

Ditch
Irrigation Efficiency Evaluations/Outdoor Water Audits P No No Yes Yes Consider a technical assistance program to assist 

Riverview Golf Course and Riverside Cemetery in 
controlling their irrigation water use. 

Yes

Outdoor Irrigation Controllers P X Yes Yes Yes Yes Install irrigation controllers at City Parks. Yes
Irrigation Scheduling/Timing P No No No No
Rain Sensors P No No No No
Residential Outdoor Meter Installations E Some residents do choose to have a separate meter 

for outdoor water use. City recently upgraded to AMR 
meters, does not want to devote budget to more 

outdoor metering at this time.
Xeriscape P No No No No City staff point out that most recent developments 

already incorporate xeriscaping. For other customers, 
staff want to start with a xeriscaping educational insert 

in billing materials.

See note at left.

Other Low Water Use Landscapes P X X X Especially irrigation Yes Yes Yes Yes Consider whether any areas (especially City parks) 
currently served by potable water supplies could be 

transitioned to non-potable supplies, lowering treatment 
losses.

Yes

Irrigation Equipment Retrofits P

Water- Efficient Industrial and Commercial Water-Using Processes III
Specialized Nonresidential Surveys, Audits and Equipment Efficiency 
Improvements

P X Golf Course, Cemetery Unknown Yes Yes Yes Consider a technical assistance program to assist 
Riverview Golf Course and Riverside Cemetery in 

controlling their irrigation water use. 

Yes

Commercial Indoor Fixture and Appliance Rebates/Retrofits P No No No No
Restaurant equipment P No No No No
Cooling Equipment Efficiency P X All Yes Yes Yes Yes Inventory cooling towers in the City to better 

understand cooling water demands.
Yes

Equip fire equipment with meters P X Fire Dept. Yes Yes Yes Yes City staff will research this. Yes

Incentives X
Toilet Rebates P No No No No
Urinal  Rebates P No No No No
Showerhead Rebates P No No No No
Water Efficient Faucet or Aerator Rebates P No No No No
Water Efficient Washing Machine Rebates P No No No No
Water Efficient Dishwasher Rebates P No No No No
Efficient Irrigation Equipment Rebates P X Residential Yes Yes Yes Yes Consider a rebate program for irrigation controllers, 

using local plumbers as the intermediary.
Yes

Landscape Water Budgets Information and Customer Feedback P No No No No
Turf Replacement Programs/Xeriscape Incentives P No No No No
Give-aways P No No No No

Instructions:

[2] This column identifies, by roman numeral, the elements that correspond with the best practices and that shall be fully considered in the planning process per Colorado State Statute 37-60-126.
[3] Specify whether the activity is an "Existing" or "Potential" activity to carry through screening by entering an "E" or "P", respectively.
[4] Specify which level the historical/potential activities fall under by entering an "X" in the appropriate column.
[5] As applicable, specify which customer category (residential, commercial, etc.) is/would be impacted by the activity.
[6] Enter screening criteria based on qualitative goals developed in Step 3 and insert an "X" for activities that meet the listed screening criteria.  
[7] Based on the screening process, indicate which activities will be carried on the the evaluation phase with an "X".
[8] If eliminated via screening, comment on why.

City staff believe Sterling customers would not be 
motivated by fixture/applicance replacement programs.

City staff believe Sterling customers would not be 
motivated by landscaping programs.

See note at left.
City staff believe Sterling customers would not be 

motivated by fixture/applicance replacement programs.

See note at left.

See note at left.

Reason for Elimination

[8]

[1] This column provides a list of activities & if applicable, identifies the Best Practice activity as defined under Colorado WaterWise Guidebook of Best Practices (BP) for Municipal Water Conservation in Colorado .  List additional activities identified through the planning process.

Carry to 

Evaluation

[7]

Water Efficiency Activities for Screening

[1]

State Statute 

Requirement

[2]

SWSI Framework Levels [4]

Existing/

Potential 

Activity

[3]

Targeted Customer 

Category

 [5]

Identification

Qualitative Screening [6]

City staff believe Sterling customers would not be 
motivated by fixture/applicance replacement programs.

Eliminated for all customers except 
City facilities. If these facilities are 
renovated or fixtures upgraded, 
water-effiicient models will be 

sought.  

City wants to focus on other 
irrigation efficiency tasks first.



WORKSHEET F - IDENTIFICATION AND SCREENING OF ORDINANCES AND REGULATIONS
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Acceptance Affordable

Staff 

Available

Applicable to 

Sterling Notes on Additional Pros/Cons to Consider

General Water Use Regulations IX

Water Waste Ordinance   (BP 5) E All Watering restrictions implemented 2003.

Time of Day Watering Restriction P Unknown Yes Yes Yes Watering Restrictions have been successful without 

time of day restrictions, and Sterling does not want to 

modify them at this time.

Day of Week Watering Restriction E

Water Overspray Limitations P X Residential, 

Commercial

Unknown Yes Yes Yes City staff already monitor for compliance with 

Watering Restrictions, looking for overspray violations 

would require minimal time.

Yes

Landscape Design/Installation Rules and Regulations IX

Rules and Regulations for Landscape Design/Installation (BP 

9)

P X Residential Unknown Yes Yes Yes Consider whether point of sale ordinances could be a 

method to achieve both water efficiency goals and 

property maintenance goals.

Yes

Landscaper Training and Certification (BP 8) P No No No No

Irrigation System Installer Training and Certification (BP 8) P No No No No

Soil Amendment Requirements (BP 9) P No No No No

Turf Restrictions (BP 9) P No No No No

Irrigation Equipment Requirements P No No No No

Outoor Water Audits/Irrigation Efficiency Regulations (BP 10) P X Golf Course, 

Res,Comm

Unknown Yes Yes Unknown Consider whether additional ordinances could be 

passed to regulate golf course irrigation. Consider 

adding xeriscaping options and requirements to 

landscaping requirements.

Yes

Outdoor Green Building Construction (BP 8,9) P

Indoor and Commercial Regulations IX

High Efficiency Fixture and Appliance Replacement (BP 12) P X Residential Unknown Yes Yes Yes Consider whether point of sale ordinances could be a 

method to achieve both water efficiency goals and 

property maintenance goals.

Yes

Commercial Cooling and Process Water Requirements (BP 14) P No Yes No No Sterling Ethanol Plant monitors its water use closely 

and maximizes its water use efficiency to maximize its 

profits.

Green Building Construction (BP 12) P No Yes No No

Indoor Plumbing Requirements (BP 12) P No Yes No No Sterling references Colorado Plumbing Code, which 

references water efficiency standards from the 2015 

IPC. Sterling Planning staff indicated that well-

designed greywater systems that came before 

Planning would likely be approved. Staff do not 

believe a City-wide ordinance allowing greywater is 
City Facility Requirements (BP 12) P X Municipal Unknown Yes Yes Yes If municipal facilities are upgraded or plumbing 

fixtures are replaced, Sterling commits to replacing 

those fixtures with water-efficient models.

Sterling tries to limit the number and scope of City 

policies. Since there is limited new muncipal 

development, the need for a formal policy on this is 

low.

Required Indoor Residential Audits (BP 13) P No No No Yes

Required Indoor Commercial Audits (BP 14) P No No No Yes

Commercial Water Wise Use Regulations (Car Washes, Restaurants, etc.) P No No No Yes There are two carwashes in Sterling. City staff points out that Sterling commercial 

customers try to keep their water bills down to 

maximize their profits.

Instructions:

[2] This column identifies, by roman numeral, the elements that correspond with the best practices and that shall be fully considered in the planning process per Colorado State Statute 37-60-126.

[3] Specify whether the activity is an "Existing" or "Potential" activity to carry through screening by entering an "E" or "P", respectively.

[4] For current/historical activities, specify which level the activities fall under by entering an "X" in the appropriate column.

[5] As applicable, specify which customer category (residential, commercial, etc.) is/would be impacted by the activity.

[6] Enter screening criteria based on qualitative goals developed in Step 3 and insert an "X" for activities that meet the listed screening criteria.  

[7] Based on the screening process, indicate which activies will be carried on the the evaluation phase with an "X".

[8] If eliminated via screening, comment on why.

Reason for Elimination

[8]

[1] This column provides a list of possible activities & if applicable identifies the Best Practice activity as defined under Colorado WaterWise Guidebook of Best Practices (BP) for Municipal Water Conservation in Colorado.  List additional activities identified through the planning process.

Carry to 

Evaluation

[7]

Water Efficiency Activities for Screening

[1]

State Statute 

Requirement

[2]

SWSI Framework Levels [4]

Existing/

Potential 

Activity

[3]

Targeted 

Customer 

Category

 [5]

Identification

Qualitative Screening [6]

Manditory audits are unlikely to be approved by City 

Council.

Sterling tries to limit the number and scope of City 

ordinances. Given the low level of new development 

in Sterling, this nature of ordinance would have low 

impact.

Given its low rate of growth and development, Sterling 

does not want to place additional regulation on 

development at this time. Additionally, new fixtures 

available on the market are required to comply with 

water efficiency standards due to state-level 

regulation, so City code might not be as impactful.



WORKSHEET G - IDENTIFICATION AND SCREENING OF EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
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Council 

Acceptance Affordable

Staff 

Available

Applicable 

to Sterling

Notes on Additional Pros/Cons to 

Consider

Customer Education (BP6) VI
Bill Stuffers P X Residential Yes Yes Yes Yes At least 2 bill inserts in 2021: water 

softeners and xeriscape/rainwater 
collection

Yes

Newsletter Unknown No No No
Newspaper Articles Unknown No No No
Mass Mailings Unknown No No No
Web Pages Unknown No No No
Water Fairs P X Youth New staffmember Yes
K-12 Teacher and Classroom Education 
Programs

P X Youth RO WTP staff Yes

Community Presentations, RO WTP Tours P X Adults RO WTP staff Yes

Message Development/Campaign No No No No Sterling's educational efforts described above help 
send water efficiency messaging. A formal campaign 

is not appropriate to Sterling's size and rural 
character.

Interactive Websites No No No No Sterling does not have the resources for this.
Social Networking (e.g Facebook) P X Residential, 

Commercial
Target monthly posts Yes

Customer Surveys No No No No
Focus Groups No No No No
Citizen Advisory Boards No No No No

Technical Assistance VI
Customer Water Use Workshops No No No No
Landscape Design and Maintenance 
Workshops

No No No No

Rainwater collection information provided 
with permit approval materials

X All Yes Yes Yes Yes Informational page on rainwater collection would be 
provided to building permitees.

Xeriscape Demonstration Garden X All Yes Yes Yes Yes Sterling will consider a xeriscape garden at City Hall.
Water Conservation Expert Available No No No No Sterling does not have the resources for this.

Instructions:

[2] This column identifies, by roman numeral, the elements that correspond with the best practices and that shall be fully considered in the planning process per Colorado State Statute 37-60-126.
[3] Specify whether the activity is an "Existing" or "Potential" activity to carry through screening by entering an "E" or "P", respectively.
[4] For current/historical activities, specify which level the activities fall under by entering an "X" in the appropriate column.
[5] As applicable, specify which customer category (residential, commercial, etc.) is/would be impacted by the activity.

[7] Based on the screening process, indicate which activities will be carried on the the evaluation phase with an "X".
[8] If eliminated via screening, comment on why.

[6] Enter screening criteria based on qualitative goals developed in Step 3 and insert an "X" for activities that meet the listed screening criteria.  

Reason for Elimination

[8]

[1] This column provides a list of possible activities & if applicable identifies the Best Practice activity as defined under Colorado WaterWise Guidebook of Best Practices (BP) for Municipal Water Conservation in Colorado.  List additional activities identified through the planning 
process.

Carry to 

Evaluation

[7]

Water Efficiency Activities for 

Screening

[1]

State Statute 

Requirement 

[2]

SWSI Framework Levels [4]

Existing/

Potential 

Activity 

[3]

Targeted 

Customer 

Category

 [5]

Identification
Qualitative Screening [6]

Sterling believes its limited resources could be better 
directed to other programs first.

Sterling does not have the resources for this.

Sterling does not have the resources for this.



WORKSHEET J - IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Selected Water Efficiency Activities

[1]

Period of 

Implementation

[2]
Implementation Actions

[3]

Milestone 

Deadlines

[4]

Annual  

Budget 

($)

[5]

Entity/Staff Responsible for 

Implementation

[6]
Coordination and Public Involvement

[7]
Additional Comments

[8]
Foundational Activities

Install AMR meters in City parks that still have manual meters 2020-2022 Inventory manual meters, purchase AMR meters, install 2022 1,600$          Carl Briggs Water staff Add two large meters per year at $800/meter+install

Identify unmetered uses if they still exist. 2020-2022 Internal audit 2022 1,200$          Carl Briggs Water staff 20 staff hours

Identify metered taps that have been inadvertently excluded from the billing system 

(primarily municipal metered taps) and adding those taps into the system.

2021 Compare meters list to billing account list. Addition of customer categories 

might assist with this process.

2021 2,400$          Deb Forbes, 

Carl Briggs

Water staff 40 staff hours

Consider adding a “municipal” customer type to the water billing system. 2021 Internal discussion; update of billing system 2021 1,200$          Deb Forbes Water staff 20 staff hours

Consider adding an “school” tap category to the water billing system. 2021 Internal discussion; update of billing system 2021 1,200$          Deb Forbes Water staff 20 staff hours

Determine whether current billing software can enhance water bills with customer-

specific water use information and comparisons to the use patterns of similar water 

users.

2021 Research capabilities of new billing software 2021 2,400$          Deb Forbes Water staff 40 staff hours

After completion of WWTP upgrades, the City will consider whether changes to its 

water rate structure (for example, transition back to an inclined tiered water rate 

structure) would be feasible and appropriate.

2024 Internal discussion, Update water-sewer rate study, Water Board 

acceptance; Council acceptance

2024 18,000$        George Good City Manager, 

City Council

60 staff hours + Update Water/Sewer Rate Study

Sterling water staff will attend training through the Colorado Water Loss Initiative. 2021 Register, Attend, Complete AWWA M36 audit of Sterling's system 2021 4,800$          David Beck, 

Carl Briggs

CWCB 80 staff hours

By 2023, Sterling will implement a year-long technology-assisted leak detection 

program on its potable distribution network. Mapping of the City's potable distribution 

network will be included.

2023 Seek grant funding, Identify detection technology, carry out year-long 

program

2023 90,000$        George Good,

Carl Briggs

CWCB, External Consultant, Colorado 

Rural Water Association

200 staff hours, technology rental or outside contractor

Sterling will proactively repair leaks identified by the activity above, provided repairs 

are within the City’s budget to perform.

2024-2027 Additional funds to be budgeted for proactive leak repair, on top of 

significant on-going leak repair that already is budgeted and occurs.

2027 30,000$        George Good,

Carl Briggs

Water staff Assume an annual budget of $30,000 for three years, higher 

budgetary numbers might be considered 

Task new water/wastewater compliance staff member with efficiency role 2021 Add water efficiency responsibilities to this role. 2021 -$              George Good Water staff This budget has already been set aside.

Targeted Technical Assistance and Incentives

Install irrigation controllers at City Parks. 2021-2022 Research and purchase controllers, install 2022 5,400$          Carl Briggs Water staff Assume 6 controllers at $900/controller

If municipal facilities are upgraded or plumbing fixtures are replaced, Sterling commits to 

replacing those fixtures with water-efficient models.

2021-2027 Issue a City policy 2027 - George Good Public Works In today's market, water-efficient models do not have to cost 

more than their less efficient counterparts

Sterling water staff will research the possibility of equipping fire department hose trucks with 

water meters.

2021 Research meters specific to the department's equipment, communicate 

with fire department

2021 9,000$          Carl Briggs Fire Department Assume 6 meters at $1500/meter

Consider whether any areas (especially City parks) currently served by potable water supplies 

could be transitioned to non-potable supplies.

2021-2027 Ongoing consideration by City staff 2027 360$             Carl Briggs Water staff Assume 6 staff hours/year

Inventory cooling towers in the City to better understand cooling water demands. 2020 Create inventory 2020 720$             Carl Briggs Water staff, local facilities staff Assume 12 staff hours

Consider a technical assistance program to assist Riverview Golf Course and Riverside 

Cemetery in controlling their irrigation water use. 

2020-2021 Initiate meeting with Golf Course staff, provide data, seek feedback, offer 

assistance

2021 3,900$          George Good,

Carl Briggs

Riverview Golf Course Assume 15 staff hours, plus technical assistance cost

Approach SCF/DOC about the possibility of a rainwater collection program to irrigate 8 acres of 

fields within SCF/DOC.

2020-2021 Initiate meeting with Golf Course staff, provide data, seek feedback, offer 

assistance

2021 6,900$          George Good,

Carl Briggs

Riverview Golf Course Assume 15 staff hours, plus technical assistance cost

Consider a rebate program for irrigation controllers, using local plumbers as the intermediary. 2021-2027 Communicate with local plumbers, formalize program requirements, 

provide rebates

2027 2,200$          David Beck,

George Good

Local plumbers Assume 20 staff hours/year, plus 10 rebates/year at 

$100/controller

Ordinances and Regulations

Consider implementing overspray watering restrictions. 2021 Internal communications, communication with City Council 2021 2,000$          George Good,

City Council

Public Works, City Manager, City 

Council

20 staff hours

Consider whether additional ordinances could be passed to regulate golf course irrigation. 2021 Internal communications, communication with City Council 2021 2,000$          George Good,

City Council

Public Works, City Manager, City 

Council

20 staff hours

Consider whether landscape guidelines could more explicitly reference xeriscaping standards 

and require xeriscaping if turf is poorly maintained.

2021 Internal communications, communication with City Council 2021 2,000$          George Good,

City Council

Public Works, City Manager, City 

Council

20 staff hours

Consider whether point of sale ordinances could be a method to achieve both water efficiency 

goals and property maintenance goals.

2021 Internal communications, communication with City Council 2021 2,000$          George Good,

City Council

Public Works, City Manager, City 

Council

20 staff hours

Education Activities

In 2021, send out at least two educational inserts with water billings: one on water softeners/in-

home water treatment and a second on xeriscaping/rainwater collection.

2021 Design edcuational inserts, print, coordinate logistics of sending 2021 6,400$          George Good,

Deb Forbes

Public Works Per insert: 20 staff hours at $60/hr + 10 staff hours at $100/hr 

+ printing costs

Install a xeriscape demonstration garden and rainwater collection system at City Hall. 2021 Hire a landscape professional 2021 7,000$          George Good Public Works Time and materials

Include information about water efficiency during RO WTP tours and presentations to the 

public.

2021-2027 Formalize water-efficiency content that RO WTP staff can deliver without 

reservation.

2027 480$             David Beck RO WTP staff 8 staff hours

Consider whether RO WTP staff could make informational presentations at local schools, 

including information on how Sterling’s water supply is treated and the importance of water 

efficiency.

2021-2027 Reach out to local schools to schedule presentations, target 5 

presentations per year

2027 720$             David Beck RO WTP staff, Local schools 12 staff hours

Consider sending City staff to participate in the annual Logan County Children’s Water Festival. 2021 Task new water/wastewater compliance staffmember with this task; 

provide him/her with water efficiency related materials

2021 480$             New Compliance Coordinator Water Festival Organizers

Post monthly water-efficiency related information on the Public Works Facebook account, or 

similar social media platform.

2021-2027 Internal communication to work on water efficiency related content and 

post on a monthly basis

2027 480$             George Good, 

Communicaitons Staff

Public Works

Post monthly water-efficiency related information on the Public Works Facebook account, or 

similar social media platform.

2021-2027 Provide educational material on rainwater collection to building permit 

recipients. Design and print material in 2021, distribute cost among all 

years.

2027 429$             George Good, 

Communicaitons Staff

Public Works 15 staff hours at $60/hr + 6 staff hours at $100/hr + printing 

costs

Instructions: Summary of Costs
2020  $         7,420 

[2]  Provide period in which activity is going to be implemented. 2021 66,549$      
2022  $       12,440 

2023  $       94,240 
[5] Insert anticipated annual costs. 2024 52,240$      
[6]  Specify which entity/staff responsible for implementing the activities. 2025 34,240$      

2026  $       34,240 

2027  $       34,240 
[8]  Add any additional comments.

[3]  Include information on specific actions necessary to implement the activites (e.g. advertise rebates to public).
[4]  Indicate timing of when the action are scheduled to be implemented (e.g. when leaks will be repaired, when rebate program will start, etc.).

[7]  If applicable, comment on necessary coordination among staff/other entities and how the public will be involved. This includes educational campaigns, feedback, direct participation in certain 
actions, etc.

[1]  Provide the list of water efficiency activities selected for implementation during Step 4.



WORKSHEET K - SELECTION OF MONITORING DEMAND DATA FOR MONITORING PLAN
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Total Water Use

Total treated water produced (metered at WTP discharge) X

Total treated water delivered (sum of customer meters) √ X

Raw non-potable deliveries X

Reclaimed water produced (metered at WWTP discharge) N/A
Reclaimed water delivered (sum of customer meters) N/A
Per capita water use X Table 2
Indoor and outdoor treated water deliveries X Table 2
Treated water peak day produced X

Reclaimed water peak day produced N/A
Raw water peak day produced/delivered Daily raw water production data not collected.
Non-revenue water √ X

Water Use by Customer Type

Treated water delivered √ X

Raw non-potable deliveries X

Reclaimed water delivered N/A
Residential per capita water use X Table 2
Unit water use (e.g. AF/account or AF/irrigated acre) X Table 2, Table 3
Indoor and outdoor treated water deliveries X Water use monitored by billing staff.
Large users X Water use monitored by billing staff.
Other Demand Related Data

Irrigated landscape (e.g. AF/acre or number of irrigated acres) X Table 3
Precipitation X Augmentation Plan accounting
Temperature Can be tracked if necessary
Evapotranspiration X Augmentation Plan accounting
Drought index information Can be tracked if necessary
Economic conditions Can be tracked if necessary
Population X Table 2
New taps X Tracked by billing staff

Instructions:
[1] This worksheets provides a list of possible demand data.  Add additional demand data provider would like to monitor.
[2] Specifies annual reporting requirements per HB 10-1051.
[3] Select demand data provider plans to use to monitor effectiveness of water efficiency activities by inserting an "X" in appropriate boxes.
[4] Specify staff/entity reponsible for data collection and evaluation.
[5] Specify the timing and/or set schedule in which data will be collected and evaluated.
[6] Add any additional comments.

Comments

[6]

HB 10-1051 Reporting 

Requirement [2]
Selection

[3]

Monitoring Data

[1]

Entity/Staff  Responsible for 

Data Collection and 

Evaluation

[4]

Schedule/Timing 

of Monitoring

[5]


